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These words
changed our world
forever...
•

"This is KDKA
of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
in East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
We shall now broadcast the election returns •••

November 2,

1920
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We celebrate the pioneering spirit
hat sparked the birth of broadcasting.
That vision lives on today
and will inspire our leadership
for the NEXT
75 years.

GROUP

RADIO

WBZ AM
WINS AM
KYW AM
KDKA AM
WMAQ AM
KILT/KIKK AM
KFWBAM
KPIX AM

Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Houston
Los Angeles
San Francisco

WNEW FM
WMMR FM
WLLZ FM
KILT/KIKK FM
KTWV FM

New York
Philadelphia
Detroit
Houston
Los Angeles

KPIX FM

San Francisco
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LOOKING BACK AT ARICH HISTORY
En FORWARD AT NEW FRONTIERS.

IRADIO'S PAST

.H E
2 0
S
IONEERING ADVER-IISI

th
oAmericans, radio is as much apart of twentie century
innovation as the automobile, the airplane or the telephone.
Its role in American life and history is legend. Radio is truly
the cornerstone of mass communications and broadcast entertain-
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nthis radio's 75th year, we celebrate
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or those marketers who have mastered the medium through its
programming and creative, theirs is arich history of innovation

F
and growth.

il

this, radio's 75th official year, we take an abbreviated look
.1(it would take an encyclopedia to report the entire history and
impact of radio on American life and advertising) at radio's past,
present and future. The past is rich, vivid and alive in our memories. The present is one of amedium that is an integral and personal part of all of our lives, and our businesses. It is constantly
alive and reflective of the American mosaic. Finally, we take a
glimpse into the future, through the viewpoint of many of the professionals who make radio their life's work.
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A swe go forward into the 21st century, radio will continue to
11.grow, constantly keeping step with technology and increasing
its critical involvement in advancing American business and society.
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Laurence W. Norjean
PRESIDENT /CEO
STRATICOMM AMERICA
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I
NTHE BEGINNING...
M

odem radio began on November 2, 1920, in Pittsburgh when KDKA, the nation's first federally-licensed station, broadcast the Harding-Cox election returns. The first disk jockey
.was
ham radio operator Frank Conrad of Westinghouse, who in 1919 played records sup..
plied by alocal store in exchange for free plugs on the air (
even then they were making barter
deals!). KQW in San Jose, CA (
forerunner of today's KCBS, San Francisco), claims to be the first
radio station, dating from 1909, though they didn't accept advertising
until 1925.

M any of today's program types began in radio's first year (on

BROMIC:ASH:VG 7TIE .VERS «tivE"
KIIP
KA PinsnuRG0 1920

KDKA): live sports play-by-play coverage (Pirates vs. Phillies
baseball game August 5, 1921), continuously up-dated newscasts
(September 1921), and religious broadcasts (November 1921).
Who wanted to get into radio? Many early pioneers were major marke:
newspaper publishers who wanted abroadcast voice for their news
operations, radio manufacturers who wanted to
broaden the market for their products, and avariety
of electronics "hobbyists" of that era.

A DVERTISING:
e.

"WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH MY CHILD?"
Department of Commerce was the official licensing authority.
L
In 1921, 28 licenses were granted; in 1922 some 662 more were
ong bet ore the FCC came into being in 1934, the U. S.

of the first advertisers
obuilt their brands
-ough radio advertising.
[RICAN EXPRESS
AT&T
ARMOUR
BUDWEISER
CAMELS
CTER & GAMBLE
NA TOOTHPASTE
FORD MOTOR
XWELL MOTORS
LLETTE RAZORS
LUCKY STRIKE

C ome, however, kept an open mind. In 1923, Daniel Starch said, "
Tile development of radio broa
LI casting is presenting another possibility of mass communication which probably will be utilize
advertising purposes. It is too early to predict what its possibilities may be or how successfully it m.
utilized. " William H. Rankin, in December 1922, was the first advertising
agency executive to buy radio advertising for anational advertiser.

EFIRST ADVERTISERS:

COCA-COLA
LSTON PURINA
GATE- PALMOLIVE
VER BROTHERS
BUICK
ODRICH TIRES
CHEVROLET
WHEATIES
ROPOLITAN LIFE
ITIES SERVICE
EVEREADY
A&P
NERAL ELECTRIC
NERAL MOTORS
QUAKER OATS

Tm: FA77IER

issued. In 1927, the Federal Radio Commission was estabgl)nERV RADIO BR()
OIL FRA SIL Co.VFIA
lished. At first, advertising was considered in very poor taste.
MOLD . 1R1 IV III?
Dr. Lee De Forest, the inventor of the vacuum tube, stated:
1ST1471-7LHE kIini
"What have you done with my child? You have sent him out on the street in rag.
1%VOUVIT
KM:.1- 192o
ragtime to collect money from all and sundry. You have made of him a laughin,
stock of intelligence, surely astench in the nostrils of the gods of the ionosphere." David Sarnoff,
founder of NBC, said radio should be apublic service medium "untainted" by money-making, and
costs be borne by set manufacturers, distributors, and retailers. Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of
Commerce, was shocked at the prospect of radio being "drowned in advertising chatter."
.114 -low I

USING RADIO TO BUILD AMERICA
created aradio committee, and by 1927 had established the standard clientI
agency-medium relationships so clients would not bypass their agencies to
n

January 1925, the American Association of Advertising Agencies

save on commissions (the first full-scale agency radio department was started
at Ayer in 1928). Real estate advertisers should take pride in being the first
radio client, as they used the medium to help America grow.
as well. The Queensborough Corp. bought ten minutes of air time for $ 100 through the G:
N
Radio Service.., the first radio rep!

ot only did they give birth to an $11 billion-plus industry, but they pioneered the infomerc

Their spot ran on August 28, 1922, on WEAF (owned by AT&T) in New York City, to promote
Hawthorne Court apartments in Jackson Heights. Despite the small audiences back then, all the
apartments were rented and Queensborough continued to use radio to promote other properties.
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RADIO ADVENTURE - 1922

THE FIRST COMMERCIAL

et me enjoin upon you as you value your health and your hopes
L your home happiness, to get away from the solid masses of brick,
where the meager opening admitting aslant of sunlight is mockingly c
a light shaft, and where children grow up starved for a run over apat;
grass and the sight of a tree.... Friends, you owe it to yourself and you.
ily to leave the congested city and enjoy what nature intended you to 6
Visit our new apartment homes in Hawthorne Court, Jackson Heights,
you may enjoy life in afriendly environment."

Back Then We Saw The Future In Radio ...
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ACCORDING
TO MARKETERS...

AMERICA'S FIRST MASS MEDIUM
-75 YEARS YOUNG AND STILL GROWING.

44er he best thing about
J6—,

IF

Radio is the fact du
you can immediately measure results. It offers a flex
bility we can't achieve in
print or television."

STATE OF TH E
INDUSTRY
By Charles Taylor

T

-r
- ime

was, the music was enough. One spin up or
I down the radio dial, and it was pretty obvious if
you were tuned to pop, rock, country or R&B.
Listeners knew what to expect and advertisers, for the
most part, understood where they were most likely to
find the best cross section to push their products and
services.

W

th the industry's boom in the early 1980s, radio
suddenly became ahigh-stakes enterprise.
C rations that were barely worth the ground they sat
Lion became gold mines. Chances are, if anyone
besides the crickets in the hinterland tuned in, astation's value reached aminimum of $ 10 million during
the decade.
Tn the mean time, more and more stations were
lcrammed along radio dials nationwide, listeners were
inundated with MTV, Walkmans, compact discs and
loads of other new competitors and, lo and behold,
there came arecession.

A saresult, programmers hustled to find out what
..listeners really wanted to hear and aimed to focus
their formats more narrowly. Promotion directors investigated inventive new ways to find out more about listeners through interactive contesting, station listener
clubs and powerful databases, all in an effort to build
loyalty and ultimately, understand "everyman" and
"everywoman" listening to their programming.

Ili* VÍA ir0 wet
K

DKA is as integral apart of the fabric of
Pittsburgh and the radio industry in 1995 as it
was when it first captured the imagination of the
public in the 1920's. KDKA is Pittsburgh's top-rated
station today. as it has been for the better part of its
ratings history. For advertisers, KDKA delivers not
only ratings but an association with the tradition of
radio and an exceptionally strong affinity between
the station and its listeners.
L iane Cridland, KDKA's Director of Programming
and News, attributes much of KDKA's modernday success to its relationship with the community,
which encompasses local pride over the station's historic significance as well as its numerous efforts to
assist and involve listeners. The station has strong ties
to Pittsburgh's Children's Ilospital, for example. and
makes it a point to get its on-air talent out of the studio for such features as an annual free spaghetti
breakfast and asearch for the best hamburger in the
city.

Beverly Pronishan

F

or the advertiser of the 1990s, this evolution has
translated radio into ahighly targetable medium
and the fourth largest advertising vehicle in the nation.
Why simply aim aproduct at R&B listeners, when you
can now choose from rhythm CHR, hip hop, urban,
AC, jazz or urban classics? Country, my lasso, would
you be interested in young country, bluegrass, dassic
country or ahybrid that blends country with gospel,
rock, talk or even polka?
("nearly, the livelihood of radio's future is intertwined
\....iwith the industry's ability to understand and then
attract aspecific, targeted demographic. There simply
is no such thing as amainstream station today. To succeed: Niche, then target.

Al)

radio doses in on the next century, station dataases will become as important as the core artists
that define their playlists. These modem-day gold
mines will help advertisers define single-line factors
like age, sex, race and birthdate, as well as more complex information like block group characteristics,
addresses, marital status and children in ahousehold.
Many stations already are cross promoting with grocery stores and other businesses, gathering much of
this information with asimple swipe of astation's
UPC-equipped club card.

VP/Sales - Marketir
Back Technologie

W

Charles Taylor is Editor of The Radio World Magazine, which
reaches 14,000 radio station executives monthly. He cut bis
teeth in the industry on-air at WW0D-AM/WICZZ-FM in
Lynchburg, Va., 15 years ago

ate bookings by

using Radio as our primary
medium, and we did just
that."
Vicki Meyers
Dir../Worldwide Ad
Best Western
CCD adio is becoming
1.N.more and more
important to us as it
becomes harder to reach ti
specific audience that buys
our trucks."
R.M. "Mac" WLsnei
Chevrolet Truck

I

n 75 years, the radio industry has redefined itself
many times over. In the last decade alone, broadcasters have initiated sophisticated computer-assisted
tools to attract listeners. For advertisers looking to
spend their money over the airwaves, these valueadded enticements should be music to their ears.

eset out to genei

Advertising Manag
CC D

adio is especially

..n.effective for the loco
markets where we're able
tag individual stores."
Clint Clifford
Sr. VP/Mgmnt..Suf
Scali McCabe Slovi

'Tillie Group W/Westinghouse news/talk station is
1 the flagship for Pittsburgh Pirates baseball and
Penn State football and basketball. Its programming is
all locally-originated, with the exception of Rush
Limbaugh from Noon-31'M weekdays.
4e er be people

of Pittsburgh are very proud and d'eu
protective cil• our station.Cridland said. We
never bare aproblem filling jobs. Evenxme seems to
know ¡be great Inulition
knitJ.1 and wants to be
apad tfbroculcasting history. When Iaccepted the
NAB 's.
1Iarconi Allard in 1994fie 1.egendan ,
Station of/be ) etir • Raid Itras accepting, it on
behalf ql •ewervone wbo bas ever worked al KDKA
anti contributed to our rich history. In may ways,
we are Plilsbumb."

(Agency For Perdu

D

clio's success in

‘launching the Lotter
e birth to the 'Winner's
Radio Network.'"
George P. Anderst
Director
Minnesota Lottery

“
p

roving that it could
fulfill our needs,

Radio has become our primary advertising medium."
Taylor N. Ingrahar
Marketing Directo]
Virgin Atlantic Airwa

AumensER QUOTTS COURTAST
RADIO ADIERZININe lit 'REM'

PITISIIIRGII TODAY

in) JORDAN

- KDK. I

I
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We Still Do

F

. rom

the original
16 stations of the
CBS Radio Network

to the CBS Radio Division
of today. We proudly
celebrate radio's 75th
anniversary. Here's to our
continued success.

THE SPONSOR IS BORN
ithin the first six months, 25 companies, including Macy's,
W Metropolitan
Life, and Colgate, began to advertise on WEAR

The first network radio sponsor was Cities Service (
now Citgo),
which started on NBC in February 1927. Over the years they sponsored the Goldman Band concerts and their own Band of America.
During the worst of the Depression advertisers were spending
$600,000 ayear in radio, and sales gradually improved as the economy rebounded. Strict standards were imposed on pioneer advertisers:
no price-and-item hard sell, no mention of competitors, no sound
effects. A typical opening billboard would be: "
These facilities are now engaged
by (name of sponsor) for the broadcasting of (name ofprogram)" As aresult,
creativity was virtually nonexistent.

THE MEDIUM AND THE MESSAGE
Tn the late 1920's, most radio commercials used the same copy as in their print
I
of the pioneer users of humor was Emerson Drug Company for

'Ginger Mint Juleps (asoft drink) in 1927. Dramatized commercials began in
1929 with Fels-Naptha soap, and the first known national jingle is attributed to
Wheaties, also in 1929. Many early radio programs were named after their
sponsors, including the A&P Gypsies, Eveready Hour, aliquot
-1111 Club Eskimos, and the Lucky Strike Radio Hour. Some of the
most creative radio advertising copy was for radio sets.

NETWORK RADIO IS BORN
PRESIDENT
HERBERT IRXMER

TIME LI
kid
CHARLIE CHAPIXV
ON-AIR - 1928

Asthe 1920's

ended, the stock
market crashed but
radio rose to new

heights: 618 stations on the air,
nine million bous
holds (30%) owning at least one set
Advertisers spent
$19 million on n
work radio and
$35-40
locally in 192e,

THE MESSAGE GOES FROM COAST TO COAST

7

Tn 1923, WEAF, New York, hooked up with WNAC in Boston
I
was the start of "chain broadcasting," or networking.

A year later, by using its own telephone lines, AT&T, owner of WEAF, was
operating a coast-to-coast network of twenty-three radio stations. A rival network of 4 stations was owned by the Radio Corporation of America, a
consortium of radio set manufacturers. AT&T, fearing the loss of its telephone monopoly, got out of the radio business in 1926. It sold its radio stations to anew subsidiary of RCA, the National Broadcasting Company
(now NBC Radio-now part of Westwood One Radio Networks), who
thereafter operated two radio networks, the Red and the Blue.

AMERICAN SAGE
W ILL ROGERS

networking simply involved sending sound on AT&T's high efficienEarly
cy cable from the originating station to other stations with enough fidelity

to allow awireless rebroadcast. David Samoff, the head of NBC, created network broadcasting as it is known today on November 14, 1926. That night,
those who listened to twenty-four NBC Red Network stations heard aprogram that included, among others, cowboy commentator Will Rogers broadcasting from Kansas City, opera singer Mary Garden from Chicago, and
Eddie Cantor from New York.

qua

'

THE BIG HITS OF
THE TWENTIES
1920 DARDANELLA
BEN SELVIN ORCHESTRA
1921 WANG WANG BLUES
PAUL WHITEMAN ORCH.
1922 APRIL SHOWERS
AL JOLSON
1923 PARADE OF THE
WOODEN SOLDIERS - PAUL
WHITEMAN & HIS ORCH.
1924 IT AIN'T GONNA RAIN
NO MO' - WENDER HALL
1925 YES SIR, THAT'S MY
BABY - GENE AUSTIN
1926 VALENCIA - PAUL
WHITEMAN & HIS ORCH.
1927 MY BLUE HEAVEN
GENE AUSTIN
1928 SONNY BOY - AL JOLSON
1929 TIP-TOE THRU THE
TULIPS - NICK LUCAS

8.

•

Tn 1946, the NBC Blue Network, consisting of RCA's pre- 1926 sta_Lions, was sold, and eventually became the American Broadcasting
Company (now ABC).
erhe Columbia Broadcasting System was started in 1927 in
_1. Philadelphia, and control was purchased two years later by the
advertising manager of his families cigar company, twenty-seven-yearold William S. Paley. He moved quickly to make the fledgling network
competitive with the two established NBC networks.

A fourth

network, Mutual, began in 1934 with WOR, then licensed
Newark, New Jersey, as its New York-area outlet. Mutual (
now
part of Westwood One) was the most freewheeling of the original
radio networks. It made up in marketing what it lacked in resources.
Regional coverage was offered to advertisers who did not want to
broadcast throughout the entire country. Mutual also played recorded
programs, apractice then prohibited by NBC and CBS.

T he

New York-based flagship stations of the four networks have
in constant operation. WEAF, from the NBC Red
Network, is heard today in New York under the call letters WEAN.
The Blue Network Station in New York, WJZ, broadcasts today as
WABC. The original WABC is today's WCBS, WOR continues with its
original call letters.

1895 Guglielmo Marco
Italy made the 1st radi
communicating with s
at sea.
1901 Guglielmo Marco
sent the first signal acros ,
the Atlantic.
1906 The first known
United States radio b
cast was made on
December 24 by Re •
A. Fessenden from Bra
Rock, Mass.
1912 KQW in San Jose,
Calif. began regular g,ramming.
1920 KDKA-Pittsburgh
the first licensed comm
cial radio station. It we
on air on November 2
with the presidential
election returns betwee
Warren G. Harding an
James Cox.
1921 The first sportscas
the first remote religio
service; the first broadc
from atheater; the first
prize fight was broa Sr:
by KDKA.
1921 Broadcasting's f
blooper occurs when
Mayor Lew Shank of
Indianapolis on alive
microphone says, "
Peopie,
.1 can hear me over this
damned dingus?"
1921 The first comedy- .
ety show "The Happine --Boys,"
aired on Oct. 18th on
1922 More than 500
licensed radio stations
the US were on the air.
1922 WEAF in New Yor
City was the first statio
play acommercial on-a
1925 "The Golden Age of
Broadcasting" begins.
1927 Built-in power supplies and A-C tubes we
introduced. These "plug radios made the new "ni,.
acle" of radio atrue hous
hold convenience.
1927 Broadcast of Charl
A. Lindbergh's triumpha
return from France.
Late 1920's Console rad
models become poPula
First "portable" radios
introduced, weighed 40
lbs.
1929 The radio become
reliable and inexpensiv
form of entertainment d
ing the Great Depressio
Smaller A-C cabinet
"Cathedral" radios (also
known as "midget" or
"depression" models)
become widely used.
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MISeleledtMtn'
David Frost: Bert, where do

B
eeler!

RESTAURANTS
P

ERKINS FAMILY
has

hired BATMAN, BARNEY
FIFE, JUNE CLEAVER, GOMEZ

"
PERKINS wanted to project

an image of family wholesomeness," says PERKINS
Marketing Director MIKE

ADDAMS, LOUISE JEFFERSON,

KELLY, "
while at the same

HORSHACK and EPSTEIN, MR.
BELVEDERE, and LASSIE'S

time making advertising that

Bert Berdis: As far as Iknow,
we're the world's most
complete turncoat operation.

commercials ADAM W EST,

Bert Berdis: It's an industry
term, David. It means we
have astaff of improv
comedy writers that sit
around our "Roundtable."
We act out the spots 'fil
they're sharp and funny,
then our casting director
recommends the best
Hollywood talent. Then we
hustle into one of our five
digital studios engineered
by guys who do over 1000
humorous radio spots a
year. We do it all — the
paperwork, dubs, phone
patches, digital links to
other cities, margaritas, and
party favors. That's what we
call a"turncoat" operation.

/lumber TUT

IfOLY Peleelet$,

you get your ideas? How do
you get to work with all that
Hollywood talent? How can
you produce spots in 24
hours? How come your spots
sound so good? Huh? How?
What's the deal? Huh?

David Frost: "
Turncoat?"

Do One

MOM to promote their line of
menu items.
In this clever series of radio
DON KNOTTS, BARBARA

had impact Bert and Ihave
worked together for over

of Sunset Boulevard as Hugh
Grant for nearly six hours, Bert

10 years and, in my opinion,
it's not only perfect heart-

couldn't even get arrested. He

land humor, they sell like,

did, however, get asunburn.

well, Perkins pancakes!"

BILLINGSLEY, JOHN ASTIN,

"What better way to slice

I
SABEL SANFORD, RON
PALILLO and ROBERT HEGYES,

through radio's clutter than
by using celebs that were

CHRISTOPHER HEWE1T, and

once welcome in our homes

JUNE LOCKHART were asked

on television?" says Berdis.

to reprise the roles that

"Besides, they have great

made them famous in

After cruising the same stretch

behind-the-scenes

their TV sitcoms.

stories."

••••

Welcome to
CYJKIVÉ.SPeCt

A

s of already, BERT BERDIS
& COMPANY iS on-line!
Reach us at BERTBERDIS.
AOLCOM. Now dealing
with BB&Co. is easier and
painlesser than ever. That is,
unless certain clients of ours
are hogging the modem to
visit the Vampire Sex
Dungeon chat room. You
know who you are. Don't

make us talk to you again
in this all-too-public forum.
litIVI"S BON

mer

Why is it...there's never

David Frost: Don't you mean

enough money to do it right,

"turnkey?"

yet there's always enoegh to

Bert Berdis: Oh, shit. No won-

do it over?

der we're not that busy...

Dynamic Duo? What Dynamic Duo?

CelPrION: Our Sample Reel may cause severe mood swings. det Yours '
roday.

Itsrt 211miir$ leprtUD rro DrizterV
favor of DirecTV. ("Well, whose
clean white carpet am Igonna
CAMPBELL-EWALD, he was
dished! His client,
DnecTV, wanted to sell
satellite dishes, that is.
So Lance called Bert
and in no time (well,
maybe two or three
(lays) we wrote and
recorded six different radio
demo spots. The overwhelming

Executive Producer Peter Isacksen
("The Tallest One Here") with BILLY
BARTY before agame of HORSE.
Besides estimating all of our

"Since everyone's got a
story about horrible cable
service... and Bert's ahorrible comedy writer, it's a
perfect match!" says the
quotable Mr. Mald. 'We're getting great response." And to

choice was "Lloyd, the Cable
Guy." It seems all of Lloyd's cus-

play the part of Lloyd? Only a

tomers are abandoning him in

won hands-down.

Ce$111176
131tte.D
I/PON '1St

ONE OF OUR "
Roundtable"

horrible actor would do. Bert

Extremely-Funny writers, Jayne

r()R MONTHS our Casting

jobs and scheduling ungodly
turnaround times, Peter's the

rDirector-Guru Jeff Howell

one with aline on the coolest

has been lobbying Bert to

hotels and the killerest tables at
Morton's, Spago, and Fatburger

turn that small old musty office
downstairs into asmall old
musty casting studio. So now,
when all you want to do is hear
afew lousy voices read your
scripts, or hear some celebsuperstar talent, you won't
have to pay full rates for studio
time. For how it works, call
Jeff on the small old musty

WRITTEN

track dirt onto now?" whines
Lloyd.)

phone.

Hamil, has gone from :60 to
30 minutes as awriter on THE
NANNY. (
Does this mean she's
gone from ninny to nanny!)
Also, another "Roundtable"
regular, Rich Procter, just had

Most
e
gencies
'Mink (?)...
...Either we write the
spots for you and produce them...or... you
write the spots and we
produce them. Well,
there's athird way, as
our new pals at THE
L
EAF' PARTNERSHIP
found out. MARK
BRUKER and DEAN W EI
sat down with us at
our "Roundtable of
Comedy" (see Related
Blurb) where we
collectively massaged,
tweaked, sliced,
diced, hacked, and
otherwise punched-up
their ten scripts for
Miller Lite Ice. Mark,
Dean, and Leap
Creative Director
GEORGE GIER will tell
you what athoroughly
satisfying sexual experience it was.

atooth pulled. Congrats to both
Jayne and Rich!!
211/011fER BEIM'S 00V MCI'
Comedy is like dynamite. It can
move mountains and change the
course of mighty rivers. Or it can
blow your hands off That's
why we're here...

BY Writer-Savant JEW SPENCER
of La) BURNETT COMPANY
for SONY ELECTRONICS, this
series of spots was designed
to create an audio world
somewhere between light
and shadow. Burnett's RadioBon-Vivant GEORGE MOORE
enlisted the aid of BB&Co.'s
Monster-Child-Genius Michael
"Feeve" LeFevre to create
sound effects and original

Iftne '13ovir
So/bit Éntts
wpm l'il2er
Sper?

B

ECAUSE OF OUR
commitment to

24-hour turnaround,
we've taken alesson from our colleagues in the supermarket industry and installed

JAMES EARL JONES with atrainee.

UP,1111M
RADIO RIGHT THE FRIST TIME

For Bids, Demos, or Graft:
1956 No. Cahuenga Boulevard
Hollywood, California 90068

music to paint this sonic land-

the first-ever "Express Line" at arecording studio. Ten Spots

scape while Jeff egged him on.
You gotta hear 'em to know

or Less— Cash Only (
Wednesday is Double Coupon Day). This
is anice complement to our Drive-Thru window which we

or Fax ( 213) 462-3432

how not funny we can be.

had installed late last year and is ahuge success.

or BERTBERDIS. AOL. COM.

Phone (213) 462-7261
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SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE
ON THE DIAL

A 75TH ANNIVERSARY IS USUALLYA BITTERSWEET OCCA
SION.
-

At the time, many pundits suggested that the phenomenon was
going to be short-lived; that it was
nothing more than apassing
"phase." Well, if country was redhot around 1990, then i'
tswhite-

Urom country to classical, busi-

hot in 1995.
nounuy radio is everywhere. It
X....As the most listened-to format
find something of interest on
in the United States. Contrary to
radio's AM or FM dials. Radio's tar- popular belief, the format is popugetability is akey ingredient of its lar outside the South Another
success in attracting listeners and
country radio listener.stereotype,
meeting the marketing needs of
that of the blue collar, low houseadvertisers,
hold income consumer, is off tar-

ness to big band, talk to top 40,
F
one would be hard-pressed not to

By Bill Glodie, Editorial Direetor-Niediaweek
having survived, then call the undertaker and hope
y
the best.

ou offer the celebrator warmest co n gratulations sim ly for
or

et at 75, radio is stronger than ever. The inedium that
us the beloved commercial jingle,
22 minutes
and thus survived the onslaught of television is again reinventing itself.
Dadio is now freed from most federal
1‘regulation, which will allow coMpanies to own more radio stations thah ever
before in the history' of the mediumi. The
result will be bigger companies that' offer ,
efirst major step toward high- get as well. According to Simmons
listeners and advertisers more options:
l
y-defined programming is gen- data, the majority of country radio
C orne worry over the coming con °lie,'
erally attributed to the 1961 launch listeners are college-educated.
tJtion; it will diminish the divers
of
of an all-news format by Gordon
They rank first among all radio lisMcLendon on XETRA-AM in
teners in employed adults and secvoices that is so cherished in egalitarian Americanism, eY
say. The FCC and the Congress have disagreed and ha e
Tijuana, Mexico. Though based
ond in household income
allowed consolidation to proceed. The fact is that ratii
across the border, XETRA's signal $50,000+.
remains closer to its audience than any other medium.
was targeted to the Southern
estaying power of the counEverything aradio station does is geared toward attra
California region. Today, all-news
T h
try format can be seen in the
and keeping its particular audience.
is amainstay of AM radio.
recent specialization within the
The audience gets what it wants. No pompous high rt
cLendon's format programgenre itself, which now features
1 here. As the big companies continue to buy stations, and
ming concept quickly caught both "young country" and "tradiMom-and-Pop radio continues its inexorable slide irio history,
on throughout the industry, with
tional country."
the industry will grow stronger and better able to compete
two of the hottest radio formats
with an increasing array of media. And radii) will still hold its
being country and talk.
trump card: It remains the only entertamme tmedium that
COUNTRY SWEEPS THE NATION
reaches people who drive, which includes jst about every
adult in America.
Ca ountry was recognized as a
( )t.N1 RV MUSIC .-1„Ss()C.1.‘TICK
,
sradio drifts into year 76, it will grow tronger, richer and
‘._)red-hot format in the early 90's.
J.-I-possibly even younger (ask asix year Id what's their
favorite song on the radio. You'll get an an wer.) So when
you order the casket, make sure it has aca stereo. And a
took us to war, gave
y
introduced us to rock ' nroll, gave us the world in

Il
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EVERYBODY'S
TALKIN'
r

erhe popularity of interactive,
1. two-way talk radio continues to
soar in the 1990's, with the welldocumented national success of
erecent explosion of talk
such diverse personalities as Rush
adio across the AM dial
Limbaugh and Howard Stern.
could lead one to believe that the And, like country, the talk format
format is in its infancy. In actuali- its-gf has been refined into smaller
>most popular of these
ty, talk\t9dio as been aviable
nic ,s. TI
0 s„ pionç
%4
ered by Enunis
format•
. che 1930's
cl h
oe
is al I*
-fflig in
8d7iith the
19601",
i_Wwfrr'p-optila
til
it's pres7n.Say strerrgt_-l
deb of, AN in ' 2%Lk.
4* have a
T cayancX 017-ifirnt1
\
ikéts
tf.:41>.`rsiccurred,y{ ) 9
radio setion cle‘ycL t'• he sports
theri a
4res
talkiplav\-by-p14 forrbat.
A when7:ery
7\.,
talk radioversonality on VfflDat sat talk raclionajor adver4, AM in Nl.ftrij4 was tapped 121
tie\benefits
is* availability
a
Mutual Eyek4dcasting to
of ori-, ' t .stimonixt trid product
•syndicatl,,ettl-night talk ;,1.ttxr
enc -sen
ts fro'
hosts.
with ce27KI14,,iiests aricNuei
Because
of
the
inter
ic
in
call•• erice c ilin segments. Kyl.
g
.
nature of these si ws,
teners
immediate success made talk
identify closely with the personali4
* radio ahot format. By 1982,
ties, lending to the impact of their
there was little doubt that talk
live commercial reads. Limbaugh,
.•. was here to stay when New
for example, almost single-handedWABC, the bastion of AM
fs York's
rock 'n roll throughout the sixties ly macle an overnight success out
(at one time it was America's
of CNS Inc., the company that
most listened-to radio station),
makes the Breathe Right Nasal
switched toan all-talk format.
Strips endorsed on-air by Rush.

O

long antenna.

ADIO

FORMATS

% or STATioNs * OF STATIO

1 Country
26.3%
2 News, Talk, „
Sports, Business
11.7
3 Adult Contemporary11.1
4 Oldies
7.3
5 Religion - Music
6 Rock (Alt., Moclern.A
7 Adult Standa
8 Religion
9 Span
10 S
CIIR
ic Rock
tHits ( hot
an, R&B
riety/Other
an AC, Ralt
Liste
0.6
ATIONS
100.0
Source: mstreetjourna/- -June 1995

2,588
1,151
086
15

155
150
88
58
39
9,827
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KRG
DIMENSIONS:
THE FUTURE
OF RADIO
Is HERE
Welcome to KRG Dimensions, afull-service
company committed to creating integrated
media and marketing campaigns to satisfy
your advertising and promotional needs. With
five individual dimensions — Network,
Marketing, Sports Marketing, Agri-Marketing
and Syndication — and access to more than
1,800 radio stations, 350 television stations
and 1,100 cable television systems, the scope
of KRG Dimensions is limitless. As aresult,
KRG Dimensions has the ability to not only
deal with the business of today but meet the
challenges of tomorrow.

KRG dimensions
e

The Best in Broadcast Ilarketing Solutions

W HAT'S TOMTOMING? OR TUBTHUMPING?
O R E THER BALLY? O R B LURRING?
They were 1930's words that meant radio advertising!
erlhe Depression, severe as it was, did not kill radio. While set sales dropped
1 from 4.4 million in 1929 to 3.8 million in 1930 and 3.4 million in 1931, overall
ownership increased steadily. At year-end 1930, 40% of American homes had a
radio, rising to 66% in 1933 and 72% in 1935, which meant that radio's penetration
60 years ago exceeded that of cable TV in 1995. Auto radios made their first
appearance in 1930 (34,000 sold), and by year-end 1935, two million were on
America's roads. The pioneer brand was aptly named Motorola. From 1930-35,
the number of stations on the air remained steady, about 600-610 annually.
Americans made sure their radios kept working, for they spent $ 14 million in 1935
at the nation's 8,256 radio repair shops.
BING CROSBY

RADIO ADVERTISING DOLLARS WERE FLOWING
D ado) was now gaining major importance as

the national advertising medium.
Syndication started in 1929-30. Chevrolet, through the World Broadcasting
System, aired electrical transcription recordings on some
138 stations nationwide, rather than through the networks.
Overall, there were 75 transcriptions available in 1930.

0111•10"1

THE BIG
•BRANDS

ational spot began with the National Radio
Advertising Organization, which offered its
as
N
aprogram distributor
than one station per market.
services

ese are some of the brands
and adirrtisers
tused radio in the 30's.

They let stations present their story to the NBA, who decided which one would get the program.

TRadio

12.

BURNS & ALLEN

ps. as we know them today, started in 1932 with Edward Petry
leininger. They handled only one station per market and earned a 15% comlt
mission for making spot sales to agencies. However, reps didn't have amonopoly
and Free &

JACK BENNY
MERICAN EXPRESS
MERICAN RADIATOR
A&P
ARMOUR
AT&T
ARMOUR
BUDWEISER
BUICK
CAMELS
CHEVROLET
CITIES SERVICE
COCA-COLA
LGATE-PALMOLIVE
EVEREADY
FORD MOTOR
,ENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL MOTORS
GILLETTE RAZORS
GOODRICH TIRES
1 \
ANA TOOTHPASTE
LEVER BROTHERS
LUCKY STRIKE
AXWELL MOTORS
,
1ETROPOLITAN LIFE
'ROCTER & GAMBLE
RALSTON PURINA
QUAKER OATS
WHEATIES

'491,
. 111'‘

to more

on sales. They competed with program producers and time
brokers as well. In the early Thirties, station reps had to travel to distant cities to make in-person sales calls, and more
often than not had advance preparation about the advertisers
or agencies. Spot sales were $ 15 million in 1935.

W HAT'S CLUTTER?

BABE RUTH
lutter was not an issue in the early 1930's. Only eh of
network air time was commercials (about half of what it is today) and, since
most programs had single sponsors, there was less competition for the listener's
attention. The 60-second announcement was by now the standard length.

C

RESEARCH BEGINS
e jf

he early 1930's saw the beginning of serious audi-

ence research. Before that, there were no ongoing
scientific studies of listening patterns. Advertisers and
stations relied on fan mail or response to offers to
gauge audience size and attention. Atwater Kent, a
leading set. manufacturer, distributed Radio Log forms
in the 1920's for listeners to record what stations they
could pick up, the city, and dial position...perhaps the
earliest form of diary research. Hygrade Radio Tubes
gave out "My Favorite Broadcasts" weekly diaries in the
early 1930's, and at the bottom of each page was the
plug "
Hygrade Broadcasts The Weather Every Day."

first major ilational audience study was done by
Inc. for
'Cerossley,
the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting in 1930. They interviewed 48,000 people
by telephone in 33 markets, and found 75% of set
owners listed on the average day...a figure virtually
unchanged over 65 years!

(The Fall 1994 RADAR report showed daily reach of
76.7% for persons 12+.) Radio had established itselit
as an evening medium ageneration before TV.
he 1930 U. S. Census reported 12.1 million
homes with radios (April 1st), a40.3% penetration. Average program had 3.1 listeners per household.. remember ,this was long before the transistor
era!
Tn..1934, C. E. Hooper came on the scene with the
neona 1Hooperatings. which lasted until 1950
when Nielsen bought the company. The Hooper
name remained, and this division then went into

T

market-bymarket personal audience surveys, using
the telephone coincidental approach. However, the

growth of out-ofhome listening and multiset ownership understated radio's true audience size. Along
came Pulse which used aided recall through personal interviews. They asked for the past week's listening...the first weekly cumes.

D 1934 Starch personal intervieW survey of 80.000
emographics appeared for the first time in a

adults. In October 1936, A. C. Nielsen introduced
the audimeter to measure radio audiences and program popularity ( Nielsen measured radio until 1964).

RESEARCH:CURRENTTHINKING

R

adiols greatest strength is it's targetability. It's power to reach
consumers where and when an advertiser's message will
have the greatest chance of producing solid results.

R

adio stations and networks work
with quantitative demos to fine tune
their formats and make it easier to target
core customers. The next step is to
fine-tune consumer psychographics,
lifestyle, and motivational research. Two
of the most useful pieces of research to
come along in along time are the new
Imagery Transfer study produced for
several of the major radio networks by
Statistical Research Inc., and the current work into Effective
Frequency undertaken under the auspices of the Advertising
Research Foundation.

IMAGERY
TRANISFE

This landmark study reveals that, on average, 75% of the
1. adults who viewed aseries of test TV commercials were able
to "see" - or mentally transfer - the visual images of the commercial when later exposed to the audio portion on Radio. This
landmark behavioral study documents the ability of radio to
enhance and extend TV campaigns, by transferring visual images
into the consumeris mind.

EFFECTIVE FREQUENCY

RADIO IS BIG BUSINESS...
RADIO'S TOP NATIONAL ADVERTISERSTOTAL

$100,026

1. Sears Roebuck
2. AT&T Corp.

S36,604

3. GM Corp./Dealers Assoc..

S31,569

n the late 1960's, research conducted by Colin McDonald was

ameasure by which advertising should be purchased and evaluated... namely an "Effective Frequency" threshold of 3+.
Theoretically if aconsumer (or potential consumer) was not
exposed to acommercial three or more times,the motivation to
purchase would not be achieved.

U

sing the 3+ theory resulted in media plans that many people
now feel were less than efficient in reaching their motivational goals. This lack of efficiency is due to the need for major
amounts of dollars to be expended in order to reach the desired
3+ frequency levels.However, there is never enough money allocated to truly meet the requirements of many media plans.
quency standard is upon us. The overall premise central to
N
the new thinking is the impact of one single exposure to acomow, in 1995, anew wave of thinking regarding the 3+ fre-

mercial, closest to the point of purchase.

F

detailed information on Imagery Transfer, contact
your ABC Radio Networks, CBS Radio Networks, Westwood
One Radio Networks or American Urban Radio Networks representative. For more information on Effective Frequency contact
the Advertising Research Federation.

25,381
18.459

$74,b114
il $ 18,145

$31. 569

$28,668

5. Chrysler Corp. Dealer Assoc..

$26.551

6. Tandy Corp. ( Radio Shack)

$ 25.242

$11,775

$13,467

$ 24,860

S9.814

1$15,046
1S 1,717

7. Kmart Corp.

S 5,150

$23,518
$26,551

$24,499

$22, 781

9. U.S. Government

$ 24,198

$20.808 ,. $ 3,389

10. Warner-Lambert

8. General Motors Corp.

$ 18,697

$18,168

11. Sunsource Health Products

$ 18.041

$18,041

-

12. American Home Products

$ 17.069

$10.189

$6.880

13. Gateway Education Products

$ 16. 799

$16,594

S 204

14. MCI Communications

$ 16,430

$ 1.951

$14.478

15. Philip Morris Corp.

$ 16,203

$7.592

.S8,610

16. Montgomery Ward 8Co.

$ 16.157

17. Quaker Oats Co..

$ 15.634

$ 5.749

S9.88

18. Ito-Yokado Co. Ud. (
7-Eleven)

$ 15.330

19. Pepsico. Inc.

S 14.594

$ 1.295

:$ 13,298

20. U.S. West, Inc.

$ 14,381
$ 13,626

21. Grand Metropolitan I
Burger King)

$ 529

$16,15 7
$15,330
$14.381
$13,626

22. American Stores Co. ( Lucky)

$ 13.565

23. Capital Cities ABC

$ 13.425

8,967

$4.457-

$ 12,794

9.345

$3,449-'
$12.221,

25. CompUSA
26. Proctor & Gamble
27. Bayer Group ( Alka Seltzer)
28. Pacific Telesis Group
29. Walt Disney Co.
30. Accor SA ( Motel 6)
31. Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.
32. National Dynamics

$13,565.

$ 12,221
S 11,719

$10¡291

11,213

S113056

$10.70=
$ 8,877

$ 1,56

$9,978

$ 1,464

$8,51t.

$9,896

$93581

$ 31"
$9,

36. Bell Atlantic Corp.

$9.433
9.261

37. William Wrigley, Jr.

35. Service Merchandise Co.

$ 15ei

10.403

719

9.816

34. General Electric

$1,42 ."..
$10,8

$ 10,835
$10.700

9,865

33. Texaco

$6,

S91
S9,26
$ 1,

$9,167

$7,260

38. Oreck Corp.

$8,841

$ 8.841

39. J.C. Penney
40. Boston Beer Co.

S8,689

$5,752

$ 2,9

$8,637

$ ,628

S 1,

S8,515

41. Heineken

44. Dupont

S8,44

$8,169

5,502

$4,

$8,159

S2.851

S5,

$8,132

45. Melville Corp.

S8,1

$8,095

46. Himmel Group

$I3,04
$ '7,441

$7,930

47. U.S. Shoe Corp.
48. National Amusements Inc.
49. Chrysler Corp.

50. Southwest Airlines

-

$8,51

8,441

42. Office Depot
43. United Dairy Industry

or more

SPOT

4. News Corp. (Fox TV)

24. Schering-Plough Corp.

instrumental in helping to convince awhole industry to turn to
I

NETWORK

7,769

S 1.68

$7,762

i7,76

7,728

S

$ 48.
S6,0
$7,7

RADIO REVENUES
1994 was abanner year
for radio with double
digit increases & 1995 is
looking just as good!

TOTAL REVENUE

NETWORK REVENUE

(IN MILLIONS)

(IN MILLIONS)

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

$8,839
$8,591
$8,755
$9,568
$10,652

NATIONAL SPOT REVENUEI 1
-

(IN MILLIONS)

1990

1990

1991

1991

1992

1992

1993

1993

1994

1994

SOIRCE RADIO ADIERTISIAG BIREAt'

$1,6261
$1,5751
$1,4791
$1,62911
$1,867 U

i

LOCAL REVENUE

( IN MILLIONS)

1%0
1991
1992
1990
1994

PRICE PROM:
W IWI&

TIME LIN

I

nJuly 1932, NBC allowed advertisers to quote
prices in daytime commercials, and by September
both NBC and CBS allowed this in evening commercials as well. A&P was the first to take advantage of
this, and ever since supermarkets have advertised
price promotions.

ORSON W ELLES

erhe personality "ad-lib" commercial began in 1934, with Fred Allen, Ed
1 Wynn, Jack Benny, and Burns & Allen among the most noteworthy.
Another classic radio promotion technique, the premium offer, first hit the
airwaves in 1933. Colgate-Palmolive offered garden seeds for aSuper Suds
boxtop on an NBC daytime serial, and filled some 600,000 requests in ten
days! Many 1930's radio premiums, from Tom Mix, Little Orphan Annie, Captain Midnight,
and Buck Rogers, command high prices at antiques shows today. Contests are even older - in
1930, the George Ziegler Candy Company sold more than 27 tons of Betty Jane candy over
WTMJ in Milwaukee, by sponsoring a "mystery song" program. Listeners had to identify what was
played to win prizes. Radio could launch new or improved products too. Carson, Pide, Scott in
Chicago redesigned their Bobolink stockings and sold 200,000 pair in
three weeks by advertising on WMAQ.

M ULTI=AKED1A-AND
EFFICIENCIES
DAVID SARNOFF & MARCONI

D

adio and print learned to work together in the
1 ‘Thirties. True Detective Mysteries magazine
increased its circulation hum 190,000 to 690,000 in six months by dramatizing
some of its stories as "thriller" radio shows.

1931 NBC survey found 80% of advertisers using newspapers to call attenA
tion to their sponsored radio programs; 77% used magazines. Only 24%
used radio to call attention to their print advertising. Long before the Trylon and
Perisphere symbolized the 1938 World's Fair, the New York Sun held Radio World's Fairs at
Madison Square Garden starting in 1924. These were consumer expositions, in which radio manufacturers, parts suppliers, publications, record companies and similar businesses ( 139 at the 1930
event) exhibited their wares to the public. Local stations aired remotes, and to top it off, they had
a Radio Show Queen.
("-\ ne of the earliest discoveries of radio's cost efficiency came in 1930, when the Benrus
‘.../Watch Company found its magazine advertising budget inadequate for continuous national
coverage. So they switched to radio and their sales went up modestly
while the entire jewelry business plunged some 50% as the Depression
took its toll. Benrus found radio to be affordable and
to provide the necessary impact, and new dealers
took on their lines. Another basic marketing truth
became evident: the more frequently aproduct was
bought (such as foods, cigarettes, toothpaste), the
more frequently it should be advertised on radio. One
of radio's all-time classics has to be the Johnson's
Wax sponsorship of Fibber McGee and Molly, which
THE BIG HITS OF
first aired April 16, 1935 (time/talent cost was $4,560)
THE THIRTIES
and ran for 15 years. Johnson's Wax had first used radio in 1931, and
1930 STEIN SONG
by the late 1930's also sponsored Major League Baseball to promote
RUDY VALLEE
its car wax.
• 1931 THE PEANUT VENDER
e 15-minute
the soap opera, rose to
DON AZPIAZU
ilulominence indaytime
the mid-Thirties.
serial, later
These
known
shows
as gave housewives
1932 IN A SHANTY IN OLD
SHANTY TOWN - TED LEWIS
relief from the drudgery of housework, and provid1933 THE LAST ROUND UP
ed the perfect setting for companies like Procter &
GEORGE OLSEN
Gamble, Lever Brothers, Best Foods, Bristol1934 SMOKE GETS IN YOUR
lengral Foods to advertise household
E
YES - PAUL WHITEMAN ORCH Myer>, apct C
1935 CHEEK TO CHEEK - FRED cleaners and food products.
ASYAIRE /LEO REISMAN ORCH
_ 1936 PENNIES FROM
HEAVEN
BING CROSBY
"UM radio, invented by Major E. H. Armstrong in
1937 SWEET LEILANI - BING
1933, was presented to the FCC as ahigher qualCROSBY / LANI MCINTIRE ity standard. The first FM station (now WDRC) went
AND HIS HAWAIIANS
on the air May 13, 1939 in Hartford, CT, playing
1938 A-TISKET A-TASKET
ELLA FITZGERALD WITH classical music. The first FM advertiser was the
• CHICK WEBB ORCHESTRA Longines Watch Company, starting January 1, 1941 on what is now
1939 DEEP PURPLE - LARRY
WQXR in New York. At the end of the 1930's, there were 765 stations
CLINTON
ORCHESTRA

T

FAA IS

BORN

1930 Advertising "barter"
system begins in earnest.
George Washington Hill
begins commercials that
"irritate." Spot announcements account for ex, of
radio advertising. Ad agenr_
cies produce most netw
programs.
1931 NBC has 132 statio
and CBS has 79. 2out of 5'
American households have
aradio. 1st issue of
Broadcasting magazine
appears. 100,000 automobil
radio sets are in use.
1932 Petry starts rep firm.
Dramatized radio commercials begin. Syndication
increases with 75 weekly
transcribed programs regu
lady distributed. Comedy,
variety, °
serials & drama .
dominate radio formats.

1933 Armstrong demonstrates FM. "
Point of
Purchase" radio experimen
begin. Records are not
licensed for radio broadca •
1934 The CommunicationsAct of 1934 was passed by
Congress. The FCC replac
the FRC. 3independent
radio news Operations
begin. '
1936 The "Audimeter"
becomes aradio audience
research tool. "Wired radio"
experiments begin. NBC
launches the "Thesaurus"
recording library. The FCC
relaxes recording and transcribing announcing rules.
Suits over unauthorized
record broadcasts increasrm
Mutual becOmes anatio
network.
1937 WHO C
AM ) &
WGH(AN1) experiment with
"facsimile" radio.
Broadcasters fight with AF
and ASCAP over live vs
recorded music.
1938 The "War of the
worlds" broadcasts. Radio
orkers average the high
weekly pay check in the country - s-15.12. 62% of
farm homes have aradio.
World Broadcasting
launches "wax" network.
CBS buys Columbia
Records. Radio daytime
serials and comedy/variety
show abound.
1939 TV demlonstrated at
the World's Fair. " Facsimil
FM radio "chains" begin.
NAB establishes BM1 to
fight ASCAP.
Transcontinental Radio
Network begins.

NETWORK RADIO:
,
NETWORKINC

AMERICAN LISTENERS AND ADVERTISERS

N

etwork radio is bigger today, than it has ever been! Today's networks target virtually every
American. With the production of targeted programming, network radio has redesigned itself
to deliver maximum advertising efficiency and precise targeting. No matter what your consumer
target these networks can design a national advertising and promotion program to match your
specific needs.

OAK RADIO

NEMItICS

*CBS
NEIWORKS

- - Í
ABC RADIO NETWORKS offers a variety of programming services that have been bat letested in the most competitive radio markets in the world. Affiliate stations can chaos
from a complete product line of well-researched news and information networks, 2.1 Iour
music formats and numerous specialty programs. The ability to capitalize on these
resources, combined with the strength and financial stability of CAPITAL CI
TIES/ABC,
INCORPORATED,has helped ABC RADIO NETWORKS become the dominant force in the
radio communications and radio network advertising arenas. Affiliate stations have discovered the quality news. Sports and entertainment programming provided by ABC to be a
formula for local market success. Today, ABC RADIO NETW ORKS has a weekly reach of
over 110 million listeners with over 3,400 affiliate radio stati ins in the tit flied States, and is
broadcast globally to over 90 countries. FOR MORE INFO
TION CALL 212-45641937
.1
. •
CBS RADIO NETWORK: The Company's first business, establis led as a 16-station network in
1927 and now serving approximately 185 stations, largely AM, Ias an estimated reach of 23 inillion listeners. Programming consists of CBS News - 6 minute n ws reports every hour, analysis
and commentai) from correspondents. special coverage of maj rand breaking news events and
features. CBS SPECTRUM RADIO NETWORK enables adverds rs to reach 25-51 yr. old. listeners,
the network is made up of 6(1) stations, with an estimated reach 33 million listeners. Program
services include NEWSBRIEF, CUSTOM NEWS CUTS & NEWS ED.CBS RADIO PROGRAMS:
Syndicating The Gil Gross Show. 'Me Laie Late Radio Show will, "' inn Snyder and Ellioi Furred. 'Me
House of Blues Radio Hour and Breaks. Lite from The House q/Shot,'
Blues and The Lab
w we
David Lettermn'
as Top 10 List. CBS RADIO SPORTS:Play-by-pl
ay coverage of top-llight si tiling
events. CBS AMERICAS:Spanish-language broadcasts in the I.titre.' States and Latin America.
FOR MORE INFORMATI
ON CALL DI
CK SILIPI
GNI, VP SALESAT 212-975-4090

PREMIERE RADIO NETWORKS,INC.is one of the top fi ur radio netwolcs, producing 24

F
u=t,arDuci

risi-wo R i<s

innovative comedy. music and entertainment features, pro,rams and servictes for ove. • 3,000
affiliates nationwide. The parent company of MEDIABASE RESEARCH -, almusic-monitoring service that tracks every song played on every music station in the top .
30 cities in the .
US. And PREMIERE MARKETING PROMOTIONS,the in-house promotional marketing
division, services network advertisers in developing added- value and fully integrated .promotions. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT KRAIG KITCHIN, VP, SALES
(818) 377-5300 FAX (818) 377-5333 PREMIERE RADIO NETWORKS,I
NC.
15260 Ventura Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, CA 91 ,103-5339

SW NETWORKS is anew multimedia network,.including sttellite broadcast, digital cl l
)Ie radio
and on-line computer services. SW NErWORKS programming is finely targeted and nicheoriented. Currently launched are two 2.4- hour networks. SMOOTH FM,devoted th New Adtilt
Contemporary, and CLASSIC FM .SW NETWORKS has also launched several music pro rams
and syndicated talk shows featuring Mario Cuomo and Alan Dershowitz..Coming up tre several niche-oriented entertainment programs, including king-I
.
(rm talk and entertainment pro- :
grams, and additional full - time networks, including SW EN TERTAINMENT NEWS &
SUCCESS RADIO,asource Ibr practical, motivational pn gramming. SW Networks llso offers
an Internet site, NETSPACE -- 111T P: //S\
X' NET W 0 It KS . : () NI . SW NETWORKS is wholly
owned by SONY CORPORATION OF AMERICA. FOR MORE I
NFORMATION CALL SW
NETWORKS'VP/CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT,CURTIS GIESEN AT 212 - 833 1- 5684.

• WESTINOOD ONE®
RADIO NETWORKS

i
WESTWOOD ONE INC.is the largest producer and distribute rof radio programming in 4merica.
It's two divisions, WESTWOOD ONE ENTERTAINMENT and WESTWOOD ONE RADIO .
NETWORKS,deliver the largest audiences through stimulatin ,, provocative and compelling programming that airs on over 6000 stations around the world. he Entertainment' Division it the
leader in talk radio and live special event broadcasts, covers major sports events, and has distinguished itself with dynamic music programs, countdowns an specials. The Networks Division,
with award winning news (
CNN RADIO NEWS,NBC RADI NETWORK NEWSAND MUTUAL
NEWS)and entertainment programming, reaches targeted at helices through the most demographically pure networks in radio: CNN+, Country, Young Adult. The Source, Adult
I
Contemporary, Variety and CNBC Business Radio. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 212-64M-2000
I
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THE BI r
RADIO
BRANDS
are some of the brands
and advertisers
at used radio 'In the '40S.
MERICAN MOTORS

n "The Day that Will Live in Infamy," Americans from coast to
coast were glued to their radios for the latest developments
from around the globe. Sunday, December 7, 1941, New York,
2:29 PM Eastern Standard Time: "
Here is a bulletin from NBC News.
President Roosevelt said in astatement today that the Japanese have
attacked Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, from the air" Also at that time, CBS
had aregularly-scheduled Sunday news program at 2:30, where John
Daly read the announcement, then went on with the regular news as
though nothing significant had happened. The 3:00 PM New York
Philharmonic concert went on as scheduled. But the network news
bulletins were aired with greater frequency. By 3:49 PM: "
The War
Department orders 1.5 million soldiers into uniform by tomorrow." By
5:16 PM, from Japan: "
Imperial headquarters announced astate of
war." Americans got the story immediately from radio, just as they do
today.
orld War II changed radio dramatically. Censorship was strict - stations could not broadcast weather reports unless they came from
the government. They could not use sound effects that might simulate
real alarms. They could not broadcast any news or opinions about
wartime activities unless first cleared by authorities. Radio played avital
role in the American war effort. The average station in 1942 aired 5,300
government announcements, 4,500 War Bond promotions, and 2,700
other war effort programs above and beyond regular news reporting.
Station-donated time was estimated at $64 million in 1942, equal to 34%
of the actual revenues of $ 190 million that year. A 1942 survey found
46% of Americans had more confidence in radio news reports about the
war than newspapers (UM). Radio business boomed because, for millions of Americans, the medium was their primary and most immediate

W

link with world events.

PRIORITIES). *************
hich was the priority: news reporting or comW mercials? In May 1940, Raymond G. Swing, a

MERICAN TOBACCO
AT&T
BALLANTINE
BEST FOODS

Innelmimie

I

COCA COLA
OLGATE PALMOLIVE
LIFEBOUY
GENERAL FOODS

H

owever, since civilian
radio set production
\\ as suspended during the
war. Americans had to
keep their Old ones operating. Advertisers supported
the war effort, many
reminding Americans to
buy War Bonds, recycle
metals and fats, make old
things last longer, and carpool to save rationed gasoline. Others ran futuristic
institutional copy ( "
lhereS
aFord in Your Future'),
since their own factories
had been converted from
consumer to military
goods. One classic campaign was lucky Strike
Green Has Gone To War."
The familiar green-andgold packaging used copper and chromium, both
critical war materials, and
in 1942 American
Tobacco was required to
change its packaging. They
used radio exclusively, and
sales rose 38% in six
weeks.

correspondent for Mutual, insisted that his 15minute news report not be interrupted by acommercial break in the middle.
After all, which was more important, covering the German invasion of Belgium
or touting the taste of White Owl Cigars? There were to be three commercials

CITIES SERVICE

FORD MOTORS

SACRIFICE

EDWARD R.MoaRom,

total, but Swing insisted on no middle break and, to the despair of the ad
agency and network, got his way. His contemporaries, however, weren't so
adamant and did all the commercials in their programs.

GENERAL MOTORS

DIVERSIONS ****************
ore than ever, Americans needed to be entertained,
M to have an escape from the news of worldwide

GILLETTE
HALO
LEVER BROTHERS
LUCKY STRIKE
METROPOLITAN LIFE
PEPSI COLA
PHI LI P MORRIS
PROCTER & GAMBLE
RALSTON PURINA
SINCLAIR OIL
TEXACO

,Radio
•

5

r41
RED SKELTON

Bon

HOPE

1
:

bloodshed. And radio had the right recipe. The airwaves
were filled with cooking shows. Pet Milk, for example,
sponsored Mary Lee Taylor's half-hour Saturday morning
W AITER
pr gram on CBS in 1943. Local shows, often remotes
from supermarkets, go back to the early 1930's. Many food advertisers promoted
their radio programs through magazine ads and recipe pamphlets ( these were
often given away as premiums). Perhaps the longest-running continuous national
sponsorship in radio history began in 1940, when The Texas Company
(Texaco) began sponsoring the Metropolitan Opera (
it's still going strong in
1995). Some 15 years before TV, radio quiz shows became popular in 19.10,
including "Truth or Consequences", "The Quiz Kids", and "Take It Or Leave It",
the latter making "The $64 Question" part of the pop culture. And there ‘.‘ ere no
quiz-show scandals attributed to radio. Speaking of pop culture, who could ever
forget these audio classics: '
Pepsi-Cola Hits The Spot", -111.XE-01111ll" for
Lifebuoy Soap, "
Call ForPhilip Morrr-esss!",
everybody. Halo ", the
sound ()I the fight bell and "
Look Sharp. Feel Sharp" for Gillette, and Mel Allen's
description of Yankee homers as Ballantine Blasts" or •
Wipite Owl Wallops '
I
All served as entertaining diversions to anati4)n otherwise preoccupied v
/
4
1
.
ith war.

*************************************

LIVING LEGENDS OF RADIO:

RUSH LIMBAUGH

I

with conservative people. He has validated people's quotes, thoughts,
twasn't too many years ago, back
and dreams. It's not a matter of him preaching some kind of gospel
in mid-eighties when AM radio was
and everybody getting in line and listening. He validates his listeners
deemed dead by alot of people.
own ideas and feelings. He did it at a time when most medium was
The value of AM radio stations, with
predominately liberal. There's nothing controversial about Rush
the exception of afew major market
Limbaugh. Rush's audience is a very conservative audience and he's
all-news or news/talk stations, was at
a very conservative guy. His message is basically one which is filled
its lowest in history. Along comes one
with hope: Take control ofyour own lee. Don't look to government
guy and starts beaming his message
across the country. Here we are sever- or anybody else to do things for you. You can do it in America. That's
al years later and Rush Limbaugh is on bis whole message."
666 radio stations with an estimated
Prhere are alot of conservatives out there, so what makes Rush so
weekly cumulative audience of nearly 20 million people. These
1 popular? Again Stu Crane, "
Rush has a wonderful combination of
AM radio stations have become more than competitive, and
intellect and humor. He's avery warm guy. He's asensitive guy, be
become dominant in their markets. (
Many have been able to
wears bis feelings on his sleeve and be's the hardest working guy I've
build programming around Rush Limbaugh and AM radio is a
ever encountered. He's taken nothing for granted with all the talk
very, very healthy thing right now.) Indeed talk radio, the much
about how much money be's made. He's the exact same guy Imet 7
years ago, bis popularity hasn't gone to his bead."
talked about live talk radio is really avery vibrant and much
demanded advertiser format.
ith the size audience Rush commands it's almost an understate-

BGirardeau, Missouri to afamily with generations of attorneys,
orn Rush Hudson Limbaugh III in January 1951, in Cape

Rush chose to explore his passion of broadcasting at age 16 by
working on air each afternoon for aradio station in his hometown. Then it was off to Pittsburgh to KQV, then to Kansas City
and the Kansas City Royals as director of Group Sales. But Rush
was abroadcaster and came back to radio in 1983 as apolitical
commentator for KMBZ, then to Sacramento as adaytime talk
host (where he nearly tripled ratings ). In 1988 he moved to
WABC, New York and history was made.

about the controversy surrounding Rush, but what
the real story? According to SW Crane, VP - EFM Media,
W eis know
'Rush recognizes that America is basically a conservative country

W ment that controversy is agreat environment for advertisers.

Stu Crane: "
Icould go through a litany of accounts that have just
prospered hugely over the years. People say he built the Snapple
brand. CompuServe, Hot Spring Portable Spas have been with us
for 5years. Original Australian Ugg sheepskin boots is a new story.
Did they ever take off We've built that business. Basically advertisers
understand there is no controversy here. Our audience isn't a bunch
of right wing guys with gun racks on their pick up trucks. Our audience is extremely educated, extremely well-offfinancially and they
happen to be conservative."
erhere's no doubt that Rush Limbaugh is apowerhouse in AM
1 radio and apowerhouse for advertisers. Rush Limbaugh is also
atestament to talk radio - the fastest-growing segment in radio.

FROM
THE BEST CONCERTS
TO
THE BEST TALK
M EDIA A MERICA® RADIO OFFERS
NATIONAL ADVERTISERS THE MOST TARGETED AND
IMPACTFUL VEHICLES IN N ETWORK RADIO.

MEDIAAMERICA, I
NC.
T HE F UTURE OF N ETWORK R ADIO

NEW YoRK
212.302.1100

CHicAG0
312.751.4262

Los ANGELES

DETROIT

DALLAS

310.575.4809

810.642.2579

214.715.2650
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ecame a perfect 1
ew, on$425 million on
go American lifestyle. A
49 Pulse survey
radio. How's this for a bigin New York found 73% of cars having
league radio buy: in
radio, and 8% of all workers listening on
BASIL RATI1Bo\L As
November 1949, Gillette
the job.
Si ERLocK
signed a seven-year
contract with Mutual
Broadcastin
"DO YOU REMEMBER" . ) Y" were so popular that on
by Bernie Salzberg
tiesdays theaters owners' had the
rad' •
choice of suspending their picture
r.
nes" an All
e found the reception hall, vœnt shows and broadcasting that program
Star games. The price?
to our assigned table and began in the theater or playing to an empty
$1 million - TOTAL.
house.
to meet the people with whom we'd
And that was when
spend the next five hours.About the
ob Hope sold Ipana Tooth Paste,
New York tea
only thing we had in common was
Jack Benny sold JELLO and Arthur
(Y' ,
our age. That's not really the basis for
Godfrey sold some of everything.
a long, exciting day.
We heard stars like Bing Crosby, Al
asehall.
Jolson. Perry Como, and Jimmy
he bride and groom made their
entrance and we sat again for the Durante.

W
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THE BIG HITS OF
THE FORTIES
194G IN THE MOOD
GLENN MILLER ORCH.
1941 AMAPOLA - JIMMY
DORSEY ORCHESTRA
1942 WHITE CHRISTMAS
BING CROSBY
1943 IVE HEARD THAT
SONG BEFORE - HARRY
JAMES ORCHESTRA
1944 SWINGING ON A STAR
BING CROSBY
1945 RUM AND COCA-COLA
ANDREW SISTERS
1946 PRISONER OF LOVE
PERRY COMO
1947 NEAR YOU
FRANCIS CRAIG
1948 TWELFTH STREET RAG
PEE WEE HUNT
1949 RIDER IN THE SKY
VAUGHN MONROE
ORCHESTRA

8.

formal meal. During the salad course,
Isaid. "We're all about the same age,
perhaps one of you can help me
answer a trivia question. I've been
trying to find out what radio program
was sponsored by that great commercial, "
Halo everybody, Halo"..." Do
you remember it? We all began to sing
It.

I

twasn't the only commercial that
we recalled. There were classics
such as Pepsi-Cola hits the spot,
Rinso White. I)rink Brieschl, Drink
Brioschi, and Alka-Sehzer. We
never questioned how NATO, the
GREEN HORNET's faithful assistant
went from being Japanese on Friday
December 5th 1941, to becoming
Filipino on Monday December 8th.

W

e could hear the tears in the
announcers voice as he described
the fiery Hindenberg Airship Disaster
from Lakehurst, NJ. Some of us ran
into the street when Orson Wells
broadcast "THE WAR OF THE
WORLDS" that Halloween night.
le>adio entertained us. informed us,
INJuoadened us, taught us to listen
and to speak proper English, and we
around that table, remembered.

W

e could almost see the fire's
glow on the face of President
Roosevelt as he gave his fireside
chats. We listened, desperate for
news of fathers, brothers and friends
fighting World War II. We gladly
recalled where we were when the
news came of Victory In Europe and
later when the war, was finally over.

it was a simpler time. We
Perhaps
talked about comedy shows, such
at
table united
Thee ten oourusthe
memories of radio,
as, "CAN YOU TOP THIS?", or " IT
PAYS TO BE IGNORANT." Those two
shows gave us new jokes to tell for a
week. None of us forgot "ALLEN's
ALLEY." FRED ALLEN's cast of characters included Mrs. Nussbaum. and
Senator Klaghorn. "AMOS AND

strangers at the start, agreed that this
was one of the best weddings we
had attended.

O

,by the way, Inever did find
out the name of the program
sponsored by Halo Shampoo.

1940 Commercial FM
authorized with 50 experimental stations on-air. 956
AM stations on-the-air. B
mails first transcriptions.
Court says broadcasters car
air reccirds without permission.
I
941 "
Mai:flower" decision
bans radio editorials. BM1
has 190 affiliate musa pro(Alters serving 690 stations.
Amenviin 1FM ; nem orlo
ser‘ mg i
New England
•
:
1/
ake Belivre
Ballroonz -on \VNEW AMI
is the tep "DJ" show.
Roosevelt's "Pear! Harbor"
speech heard by 79% of
American homes. War brin
a si orLi ge i
it reo ird blanks
1:i milli'm radio 4. eis manufatjturec.
1‘).à 2 ii adiii war news
broJadcasts become standar
listening. 1.(àcal DJ perm mali
begins to emerg e.An.t
halts reOirding by musician
of >
any records.. transcription
for broadcast. Advertising
cciias ru cd tax deductible
for companies. No weather.
jingles. and no " undue gaiety" for duration. Keystone
network, serves 50 radio stations.
\re recorders in use
III Euro -. FCC is probed
by Congress.
-;-i
11:1 programming on
the rise in afternoons.
Musak
".. ithscriplion" radio. "
Blue" Network.
bee,( flues American
Broadcasting Network.
884 commercial .
AM
and ió FM stations on-air.
German tape recorders captured. FCC drops rule on
transcription identifications.
Radio programming criticized as "too much corn
and lxxeie-uweie".
I 40 FCC "
Blue Book"
published. New audio tape
recorders change programming. production and syndi-,
cation. CBS plans 200 sta.
lion FM network.
/47 Radios are in 93% of
American homes. DJs
appear on network radio.
I
918 Network radio
billings reach all-time high.
33 1/3 and 45 RPM records
in the market. CBS does first
radieTV simulcast. FCC
authorizes FM "facsimile"
transmission. Record companies and AFM reach agreement. Black music stations
begin.
I
9-i-9 Presidential inauguration telecast. NBC finally
okays use of transcriptions
on radio network. FM fights
for recognition.

"Paul Harvey is the M

PAUL HARVEY
I 81 NEWS&COMMENT

istendd-to

man on radio with aweekly
audience of 22 million."
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HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN
&ROCK ' N' ROLL IS HERE TO STAY!
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RADIO MEETS THE TV CHALLENGE
AND REINVENTS ITSELF...

T

he trend toward radio as a local, personal medium accelerated in the
1950's. In 1950, local advertisers produced 45% of all revenues.
By 1955, local was rocking, with 60% of all ad revenue.

A
A

THE BIG
ADIO BRANDS
These are some of the
advertisers that marketed
with radio in the 50's
AFL-CIO
STEWART-WARNER
AMERICAN AIRLINES
AMERICAN HOME
AMERICAN MOTORS
AMERICAN OPTICAL
AMERICAN TOBACCO.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH
B.C. REMEDY
BENEFICIAL FINANCE
BEST FOODS
BRISTOL-MYERS
BROWN & WILLIAMSON
CALIFORNIA PACKING
CARLING BREWING
CHRYSLER CORP.
CITIES SERVICE
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
CONTINENTAL BAKING
EX- LAX
FORD
GENERAL MILLS
GENERAL MOTORS
GULF OIL
HERTZ
HUDSON VITAMINS
LEVER BROS..
METROPOLITAN LIFE
MILES LABORATORIES
NORTHWEST ORIENT
AIRLINES
PABST BREWING
P. LORILLARD
PLOUGH
QUAKER OATS
R. J. REYNOLDS
SINCLAIR OIL CORP.
STANDARD OIL ( N.).)
STERLING DRUG
TETLEY TEA
TEXACO
WRIGLEY

nd Americans were rocking, too. Rock & roll first hit the airwaves in 1954 (Alan Freed, a
nd
DJ, is given credit as the first host), and Todd Storz' "Top 40" format (based on
his observation of jukebox activity in Omaha) soon became the "teen scene" on radio. Music
popularity "countdown" programming wasn't new: Lucky Strike had sponsored "Your Hit
Parade" on radio from the late 1940's, but this was limited to the top 10 tunes...none rock &
roll. In 1955, a Sponsor survey found only 12% of stations played popular music at least 75
hours (roughly half of air time) aweek or more, while some 23% played classical music at
least 10 hours weekly. 16% played country music (then called country & western, barn dan
or even hillbilly) 20 hours weekly. This was the start of distinctive musical formats, radio's
mainstay today.

EFFICIENCY AND FRE QUENCY

B

ack in 1951, Fuel Oil & Oil Heat Magazine found that 71% of deale
)used newspapers, only 19% radio. But when return on advertising
investment was measured, the cost per oil burner installed was $7.36 fo
newspapers vs. $ 1.74 for radio. In 1952, the S. W. Anderson Company,
local Owensboro, KY department store (on radio since 1939) said: -Radio
is not on trial at our store. We buy radio because we know it is good and
will produce the results we desire, to reach people in outside areas who
receive newspapers too late for special bargains. People won't take the time
to read fine print. On the radio, every line is a headline."

A

BRIEF HISTOR
OF HUMOR RADIO
By Bert Berdis
Decently Iwas working with ayoung

INagency writer, and in our studio is apicture of Jack Benny. "
Yb, who's the old dude?"
he puzzled. Iwas so shocked Ilost my spats.
Anyone who creates and produces radio
should know how our current commercials
evolved, and who we have to thank - or
blame. To wit:
'30's (before TV) agencies created

n the
radio programs and sold them to their
I
clients. Young & Rubicam
picked Jack Benny to star
in The Jell-0 Program, and
Tack and his cast were
imongst the first to interate commercials into his
show.

-r-\uringone episode,

1.../Jack decides to get
physically fit. His trainer
asks, "
Are those your muscles or are you still plugging Jell-0?'" He plugged it
so successfully, General
Foods devoted 3/4 of its
ad budget to Jack's weekly
radio show.
CONIZNUED ON PAGE

Anniversary
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RADIO SURVIVES THE ' 50'S
AND PROSPERS

I

n 1959, 77% listened on the average day and
95% within aweek ( the sabe holds true
today). However, back then, the average
adult listened only 2hours anid 10 minutes aday.
Today it's three hours. 96% ce homes had radio.
and 156 million sets - close to the U.S. population of 179 million - were in use. In the 1950's,
radio found anew place. Major publications stated: -A Lot Of Life In Radio l'et,"Business Week.
Feb. 9, 1957. "
Lively Invalid.. .Radio Shows Fresh
l'itality." N. Y. Times, June 23; 1951
7.

As

radio became more and more localized,
disk jockeys and other personalities
became the focus of zany promotion
stunts, from hot dog eating contests to being
"imprisoned" in awall of food packages in a
supermarket, mystery shoppers. and treasure
hunts. Many used remote broadcasts, particularly
rock & roll stations. Again, radio found aniche
newspapers and TV couldn't really (.1c) effectively,
and advertisers loved it. ,
i

Y
' beard
mu essage
ABC is your 911111âni i

Radio Network

with' 10 MILLION
Liturgy

each week!

RANO NEMRKS
We reach your customers with the right message... in the right place... at the right time.
For Advertising Sales Information, call 212-456-1937

A

BRIEF HISTORY O FHUMOR RADIO -CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20.

N

oted columnist Heywood Broun
opined in aMcCall's Magazine
article that in days to come, agrateful people would erect astatue to
Jack Benny with the simple inscription "in memory of the first man to
take the curse off radio commercials." He was some dude.
war (II), Bob Elliot and
Aifttearythe
Goulding dominated the

NYC airwaves with their Bob & Ray
Show. They brought unique characters to the commercial world with a
simple interview technique that captivated audiences. Perhaps most
famous were Bert and Harry Piel:
"Ifyou taste it and smack you lips,
it's aproduct of Fiels Brothers Beer"
Mine next great radio humorist was
1 legendary Stan Freberg who
popularized the phrase, "
Theatre Of
The Mind" Stan was so good at
painting indelible scenes in his commercials, the RAB asked him to help
sell radio on the radio.

Anncr.: Well... Stan: See, radioís a very
special medium, cause it stretches the
imagination. Anncr.: Doesn't television do that? Stan: le) to 21 inches,
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Uollowing Freberg came Stiller &
Meara. Jerry and Anne's zany dialogue catapulted Blue Nun Wine to
#1 long before sipping chardonnay
was de rigueur.

k
THE BIG HITS OF
THE FIFTIES

A

long about this time, Ileft Grey
dverdsing (
Detroit) as Creative
Director/Exec. VP to start Dick and
Bert. This was the early '70's, and
Mad-Ave. was casting commercials
with people the audience would look
up to, emulate and admire. Our spots
were just the opposite. We played normal (even sub-normal) people whose
foibles and miscues people could
laugh at and say, "Hey, that guy's just
as dumb as Iam.."

Q

ur contribution was to open the
door for anew niche of advertisers who thought humor would be
("taw Okay people, Iwant the 700- inappropriate for their upscale target
audience. IBM, Paine Webber, and
foot mountain of whipped cream
to roll into Lake Michigan which has countless financial institutions joined
the fray, and now Ican't think of any
been drained and filled with hot
advertisers comedy couldn't help, no
chocolate. Then the Royal Canadian
matter how funereal: (The XYZ cemeAir Force will fly overhead and drop
tery is conveniently located just 6feet
a 10ton maraschino cherry to the
under town).
cheering of 25,000 extras...
Sfx: (
Appropriate sound effects)
CaVTINVED 0.\' PAGE
Stan: Wanna" try that on TV?

1950 GOOD NIGHT IRENE
GORDON JENKINS
&THE WEAVERS
1951 TOO YOUNG
NAT KING COLE
1952 BLUE TANGO
LEROY ANDERSON
1953 SONG FROM
MOULIN ROUGE
PERCY FAITH
1954 LITTLE THINGS
MEAN A LOT
KITTY KALE EN
955 CHERRY PINK &
APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE
PEREZ PRADO
1956 HEARTBREAK HOTEL
ELVIS PRESLEY
1957 ALL SHOOK UP
ELVIS PRESLEY
1958 VOLARE
DOMENICO MODUGNO
1Q , BATTLE OF NEW
ORLEANS - JOHNNY
HORTON

LIVING LEGENDS OF RADIO DICK CLARK
T ove

& Marriage. Horse & Carriage. Dick
LiClark & Radio. Okay, so it doesn't rhyme,
hut is there any doubt that Dick Clark and
radio are as synonymous as either of the pairings immortalized by Frank Sinatra?

T

he venerable ( but ever-youthful boking)
Clark has just about seen it all. -Theft's/
radio station Iwent 10 didn't even have a
music library. -Clark recalls. "
Mere was a
morning chic jockey on the air and he played
his own records, Thye
eonly records the station
owned was about a two/bot high stack qf Bing
Crosby. Sponsors were primarRy local. Ican
remember making sales calls with my father
(the station manager), trying to convince local
retailers that radio had an edge on print."

C

lark, of course, is equally
well-known for his television career, and is uniquely
qualified to compare the two
media.
alums said to my
I
N THE BEGLNNLNG
television friends that the most
imaginative. bardworking people the most creative. are in radio. Radio people work harder
because they are impeded in a way by not having
pictures. They have to grab the advertiser and shake
him up. Radio people are bulldogs." -

H

e applies his first-hand knowledge of television to make a prediction about the future of
the industry. "
For ten years I've been saying to television people. ' You don't know it hut you are going
to be in the null° business.• There arc,nt 1just three
or fintr choices anymore (on television), we're up to
ater, Clark says, he did the first syndicated
13. 20. 40. 50. Sow they're talking 500. Television
radio show in drive time. "
Idid the voice
tracks as if it were happening live in your town. will find out aim! we in radio have been going
through. It was so customized that kids used to come by
the local radio stations to see it done. not real1
o
basics.
radio "
advertisers,
Ishould know
Clark
what
says
you
e
notwere
to forget
advertisthe
izing it was on tape."

L

C

2.

DICK ToD.4‘

lark witnessed the rise of
radio as an advertising
medium. "
Many built their reputations on radio. They fimnd
they could change copy and get
to the marketplace quickly and
have the sale adirrtised the
day before it happened."

ing when it goes off Don't lose track of the fact that
people must know what was advertised and what jis you want them to do. Go to the phone? 7i) the
store? Make sure you tell them. Words can do a lot.
They've sold smell m'er the radio. they've sold color
over the radio. The only danger is. you don't want ,
to get too cute. If it's agreat piece of work and it
doesn't sell, you lost the game."

1950 Blacklisting of talen
begins. Network radio no.
a 1930 sound. AM radio o
ad rates. Trendex begins
Radio drama all but disappç
Liberty becomes 5th radii
network. First television o.
broadcast. Simultaneous
broadcast of 3 signals o
demonstrated.
1951 :‘ Iovie attendanc
drops in television citie.•
Cineranna makes a mom
tary splash. ABC and
Paramount merge. Bin
Crosby demonstrates th
video recorder. New loe
music radio formats beg
emerge.
1952 ARB becomes na
al. FCC ends TV freeze:
issues "6th Report and
Order." "Top Ten" music
mat on local radio begi
catch on.

1953 Reps again push
radio. "ltop 25 - formats or
local radio emerge. NBC
plans to " rehabilitate" ra
Cinerama uses magnetic
sound. INS begins "Sou
Fax" ( audio tapes with
tureS).
1954 Promotion jingle pa
ages for radio become wir
spread. First color TV ser
manufactured. Skiatron
Zenith petition FCC for
subscribervision systems.
TV revenue passes radio.

1955 2.669 commercial A
and 552 FM stations onth
air. 439 TV stations on-the ,
air. Transistorized radio
introduced. "Top 40" for
on local radio catches o
1956 Hollywood revise
Production Code. Radio nt
increasingly localized.
introduces tape-disc enn
automatic radio operatio
1957 ABC becomes
American Radio Netw
Computer amutilation
introduced in time-seilin

1958 Oklahoma pay-TV
fails. ABC considers droll.
ping the radio network. 'M
Disc Jocke.-y Convention:
"Booze, Broads and Bril
1959 • Radio payola an
quiz show . scandal surfa
Audio tape cartridge for
home !demonstrated.

1

.0CAL RADIO:
TRUSTED NEIGHBOR & "
BULLSETE"OF TARGET MARKETING
medium is as much apart of the local comNomunity
as is radio. Radio stations are like the

trusted neighbor with whom you leave your front
door key when you're away on vacation. Radio is
always around as adependable source of entertainment and important information. It travels with
people in their cars, it's there on the beach, keeps
them company when jogging and wakes their up
in the morning. Local onair personalities eniby a
unique bond with their listeners. New York radio
personality Jim Kerr calls this bond -the closest
thing you'll ever get in media to two iteighbors.
talking over the backyard fence."

cd members of the community. Radio is unique in
its ability to convey adetailed message to consumers at that critical juncture just prior to the
purchase decision.
vide variety of programming formats - estiAmated
at 25 or more - enable marketers to target their merges toLvery specific consumer
groups.

ith the advent of syndicated radio personalilike Rush Limbaugh, Don ¡mus,
W ties

Howard Stern and Tom Joyner, radio stations
have added adash fof national presence to the
lineup. Pittsburgh's KDKA, for example, presents
or advertiserethis listener loyalty' translates
Rush Limbaugh every weekday, followed by a
into sales. When apopular on-air personality
local talk show that picks up on the issues disspeaks of aproduct's virtues, listeners pay attencussed by Rush and, of course, includes calls
tion and take action. KFYI in Phoenix recently tan from local listeners. For national advertisers, the
acampaign for Pollution Control Systems'
popularity of nationally syndicated personalities
Clean Air Valve, a pollution control device that
has presented aplethora of nes411pportunities to
attaches to the exhaust systems of automobiles.
reach consumers in avery direct and personal
Not the sexiest product in the world, to be sure.
way. Limbaugh, Stern and company have been
But because the campaign included on-air testiresponsible for boosting the sales of several commonials by popular station personality Bob
panies through national on-air endorsements that
Monan, sales took off. "
The consensus from callers were once the domain of local personalities. So
was that, 'If Mo' says it works, I'll buy the darn
today, nationally known radio "stars" are joining
thing,'"said Paul McArdle, owner of Pollution
the local personalities in talking to consumers
Control Systems. Every day, consumers are buyover that "backyard fence." And radio advering products and services that were "recommendtisers couldn't be more pleased.
ed" to them by local radio personalities, trust-

TALKING T
ASYNDICATO
Harienbaum. a
Ron
Principal oftledia

America. looks at the
radio landscape and ilk
uhat he sees. He says th
redbot count ryatid tal
fin -mais. for example. ul
get bolter still.
eCer alk radio is a very
1 vibrant (weeny."
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SYNDICATION:
ARENAISSANCE IN
NATIONAL PERSONALITY
RADIO

•

•

I)rive. The success or failure of amorning drive-time show can frequently set
the tone and direction for astation's
\
k e.
entire programming schedule. Until
..recently, many 24-hour network
affiliates preferred to keep their AM
Drive locally produced, giving the station
he big story in syndication is that radio has
greater control of content during this critical
rediscovered - some would say reinvented period. In recent years, however, the ratings sucone of the key building blocks of its early days:
cesses of controversial. New York-based morning
national personality radio.
talk show hosts Howard Stern and Don buns
though radio was the original "block programprompted Infinity Broadcasting to syndicate
ling" medium, with stations across the country
both shows (Stern's was first - to Philadelphia's
carry ng programming supplied by ahandful of
WYSP in 1986) to other cities.
natk nal networks and featuring agaggle of bignitial skepticism over whether nationally-syndinam stars, the growth of television in the 1950's
cated morning shows could attract loyal auditurn d radio into alocal medium. In some ways,
ences outside their city of origin has virtually evapthis hift created the seeds of opportunity for synorated with the ratings success of Stern and Imus.
dica ors, companies that would offer stand-alone
The resultant "SyndiNet" trend - live programs airpro anis to stations eager to supplement their
loca ly-produced shows with asprinkling of nation- ing within defined dayparts - has grown to include
ahost of morning drive shows, along with talk
al r ent but not in need of afull-scale, networkshows hosted by the likes of Rush Limbaugh and
sup lied programming lineup.
G. Gordon Liddy. The shows make great economic
eseeds of syndication began sprouting in
sense for station owners, who can generate strong
arnest in the 1980's with the advent of satellite
ratings with nationally-syndicated programs for less
tecljnology. Satellites enabled syndicators - and, of
money than the station would need to spend on a
co, networks as well - to distribute programlocally-produced show.
to multiple stations simultaneously and with
ne side benefit to the revived national personhig quality. The application of satellite technology
ality trend, according to radio network veteran
to dio programming resulted in the syndication of
1iv4 special event programming and nationally dis- Walter Sabo , is the likelihood that it will attract
more young creative talent to the medium. That, in
trilated music and talk shows.
haps the most significant trend in radio syndi- turn, will result in the development of new stars
on local stations, stars who will he the syndicated
cation today is the propensity of stations to air
na onally-distributed talk shows, particularly in AM national radio personalities of the future.
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RON HARTENISAI'N1
ee GARY S
CHONFELD

he says. "It's still growin
It's maturing. but there'.
ahmys going to be new
talent and new people
with new things to say o
different ways of saying
things. And Idon't thin
country bas gotten as bi
as it can get. 7here'll be
different Ilat.orings of it.
The great thing about
radio is that tvni can be
veil ,finite in terms of
tastes."
says tha
Hartenbaum
while talk and Cow

ny will continue to thriv .
one thing that be would
like to see become apermanent part of the past
-just selling spots."
always look fo
“WeoppoeunitieS
to

with an advertiser
enhance an ()serail mar
keting package."
Haiwnbaum says.
Marketing is the operative work. People who a
just selling .s
.
pots are mis.
ing the boat. It's bow yob
become a marketing ha
ner and bow you work
with the brand manager
with the ad agency. to
understand their busine....
their target audience. Al'
in the goal of moving
their business abeadfn
not interested in making
asale.ffir the sake of making asale. I'm interested
in making asale that
makes sense so that we
can layer on it and help
grow our clients business.IlOrk

EXCITING, INNOVATIVE, ENTERTAINING,
EFFECTIVE RADIO SPOTS THAT SELL
BEGIN HERE!
TH

y

-ou

know great radio spots when
you hear them don't you? They
shouldn't be that hard to create
should they? Well, if radio commercials
are so easy to produce then why are
most of the spots on the air really not
too good? Simple! Radio is adifferent
animal when it comes to creative, it calls
for lots of very specific experience and
insight, only gained through years of
hands-on experience.

T

hat's where

THE ESSENTIAL
RADIO SPOT

comes in. We've
combined the
knowledge and
techniques of 35 top
creatives and advertising experts
in the field of radio, to teach you
how to create great radio spots.

T

ESSEN,I
AL
RADIO SPOT

over 35 top radio experts
• Creative Do's & Don'ts
• Completed spots, sample
scripts & idea generators

•An all inclusive multi-media

creative resource you'll need:

•

T

90 minute video with
over 35 top experts

•

HE ESSENTIAL RADIO SPOT

is the perfect teaching tool for
anyone involved in radio:

•

•RADIO STATIONS

75 commercials on 2 CD's
150 page step-by-step
creative textbook
25 scripts

Writers/Producers

Marketing research &
production checklists

•AD AGENCIES

• Copywriting,

Creative directors
Writers / Producers

scripting,
casting directing,
production guidelines.

• ADVERTISERS
Marketing /Ad
directors
Product managers

I

fyou're into radio creative

•PROMOTION

THE ESSENTIAL RADIO SPOT

is an investment that will

& merchandising

•ADVERTISING STUDENTS

his is your "roadmap'
into the world of radio creative
including:

•Insights and creative tips from

I

t's all in there! THE ESSENTIAL
RADIO SPOT includes every

start paying dividends from
the first time you use id

n the video you'll learn from radio
arketing experts like Bert
creative
Berdis
Dan Aron, Bo
Sarley (
just

everything
radio

profit f
proc

einbar4 Jim Kirby,
om Hripko and John

You'll learn virtually
know to produce
the course you'll
o the creative

creative teaching system

GIVE YOUR RADIO CREATIVE A REAL BOOST !

DON'T DE LAY, ORDER TODAY!
FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL

1-800-468-2395
To

ORDER BY MAIL: SEND

$249

PLUS

$12

FOR SHIPPING &

HANDLING ( RESIDENIS OF

CA, FL, CA, IL, MD, MA, N), NY,
NY, OH, TX AND CANADA
ADD APPLICABLE SALES TAX) TO:

ADW EEK DIRECTORIES
1515 BROADWAY , NY , NY 10036
I
NTERNATIONAL O RDERS ( PAL )SEND $ 299
PLUS $ 24 SHIPPING/HANDLING

THE '60 15

THE BRITISH INVASION
&THE FM EXPLOSION
RADIO IS EVERYWHERE!

A
THE BIG
RADIO BRANDS
hese are some ( film brands
that urre built with widio
advertising in the 60's
AFL/C10
AMERICAN EXPRESS
AMERICAN HOME
•MERICAN MOTORS CORP
AMERICAN OIL CO.
AT&T
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH
BRISTOL-MYERS
CAMPBELL SOUP
CARLING BREWING CO.
CHRYSLER CORP.
COCA-COLA
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
EVERSHARP INC.
EQUITABLE LIFE
FALSTAFF BREWINC,
FLORIDA CITRUS COMM.
SCHAEFER BREWING
FORD MOTOR
GENERAL MILLS
GENERAL MOTORS
HUMBLE OIL
KRAFT
LIGGE -H- & MYERS
(v\ARS CANDIES
MENNEN
PEPSI- COLA
PET MILK
PFIZER ( COTY)
P. LORILLARD CO.
P. BALLANTINE & SONS
R J. REYNOLDS
ROYAL CROWN COLA
SCHUTZ BREWING
SEVEN-UP
STANDARD BRANDS
STATE FARM INSURANCE
STERLING DRUG
WRIGLEY

mericans' reliance on radio as anews
source, so prominent during World War
I, took on anew dimension in 1965, as
CBS and Westinghouse (Group W) pioneered
the all-news format in major cities. Thanks to
the great blackout in the Northeast on
November 9, 1965, which virtually shut down all and TV's inability to reach outside the home.
media except radio, people quickly recognized
Many surveys showed radio as the first source
of news (unless the event occurred in TV's
the medium as the up-to-the-minute source for
prime time). An example: after an airline crash
news - 77% of adults listened during the blackout. News radio benefitted from the growth of
in New York in December 1960, 56% first
car and portable set audiences, newspaper circu- learned of it on radio, vs. 34% for TV, 7%
word-of-mouth, and 2% newspapers.
lation declines (especially afternoon editions),

CLASSIC CAMPAIGNS

it
tre
sr,

HLong before KFC, Church's, and Boston

ow did advertisers use radio in the Sixties?

Chicken ruled the roost, Chicken Delight
delivered hot meals for $ 1.39 in New York and
Los Angeles through 52-week radio advertising
in 1961-62. They concentrated in late afternoons
from Thursdays to Sundays, using anow-classic
copy line, "
Don't Cook Tonight, Call Chicken
Delight!" aimed at women who were "sick of
cooking". Business doubled!

Hlimage of aNorman Rockwell magazine
offman Beverages, creating amental

cover, invested 75% of its advertising budget in
radio with the catchy jingle, "
The prettiest girl I
ever saw, was sipping Hoffman through a
straw." Unlike other soft drinks, they went after
adult women, not teens, since they didn't sell
cola. They became the leading fruit-flavor soft
drink in New York.

THE G&1TER
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ore Parks Sausages, Mom!" was another famous brand built with radio, representing 85% or more of their annual ad budget.
Sales increased 10% annually for this regional
Northeastern brand. While some considered the
commercial naggingly abrasive, it was never
changed because it worked! (In later years, they
added the word "please" at the end.)
Moving & Storage got "moving"
Bekins
again with a 100% radio campaign during

Fall 1964 in Los Angeles. They cut prices 15%
to be competitive with some 350 other van
lines in the area, and to reach the 50% who
used no van line for moving. Their creative
approach imitated the Guys & Dolls show style,
with acomplaint that the moving business was
LWA 5THE WATCHWORD OF THE SIXTIES.
lousy this time of year, so they stressed they
artin Solow of Wexton Advertising, which were better trained professionals. According to
Doyle Dane Bernbach (Bekins' agency), busicreated the classic Vita Herring "
Maven"
campaign in the mid-Sixties, told the RAB: "
Do I ness picked up 18%, and 40% of customers
who called Bekins that October said they had
like Radio? Ilove it! Radio is really a magical
medium. You can create character, get people to heard about them on radio.
laugh, cry, love you, hate you. Radio permits you
to do a big job with asmall budget. Radio offers
afantastic opportunity to develop character,
mood, setting...and properly executed, can
produce such asubstantial increase in sales."
For the all-time topper, consider Stan Freberg's
"Cherry In Lake Michigan" pro-radio spot, which
in 1964 dramatized how radio had no restrictive
visual limits...compared to TV's 21-inch screen.

"CREATIVE"

MM

(Note: The Radio Advertising Bureau can provide
a tape copy of this commercial on requesL)

THE POWER BEHIND THE MESSAGE:

THE RADIO CREA

results. Unfortunately, when you turn on the radio itís not too easy to find agreat commercial. There you have it, radios
W
biggest problem: the lack of quality creative. The reason? There are awhole bunch of them. Most Agencies do not put a
eall know the power radio can have on consumers, if you have created agreat commercial you can expect great

stress on creating great radio. What is- great radio? Award winners? No, commercials that sell.
C ure, some agencies do it right, but unfortunately the power of Radio is greatly diminished by alack of good, effective creOative. Advertisers must demand great creative from their agencies if they expect to get agreat return on their media
investment. Demand that your agency puts their most experienced writers, producers and art directors ( yes, art directors,
radio IS avisual medium) to work. Not every agency can produce great radio, its not acrime, but it is ashame if they are
afraid to admit it. If your agency can't create radio commercials that really work, encourage, them go out of house.
ere are agrowing number of extremely creative radio production houses out there staffed by radio creative experts
ome are legend, some are new guys ( and gals). but they are all super-pro's. We asked these specialists for some really
C
"sound" advice for advertisers and agencies, this is what they had to say:
,

,

PAUL FEY: "
Let the listener focus on one thing youíre trying to say, if at all possible, in one spot. The
audience isn't really paying attention. You've got to get their attention in the first place. The more clutter you throw at them inside your spot, the less likely they are to come away with anything. If you have
5different ideas, do 5different spots."
PAUL & WALT WORLDWIDE - 6565 SUNSET BLVD. SUITE 420, HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028
213-962-9996 - FAX 213-957-8454
AUSTIN HOWE: "
Tell their agency right what you expect, and tell them that you expect to have a
famous, historic radio campaign. You want the best radio campaign on the air. Ithink alot of times ,
nobody aims very high with radio. Insist that the agency put their very best writer and/or art director on
the radio campaign. People say it's the least visual medium. It's the most visual medium. Insist on the
best people in the agency. Or insist on bringing in aspecialist."
RADIOLAND - 618 NW GLISAN, NO. 203, PORTLAND, OREGON 97209
503-224-9288 - FAX 503-224-5320
BERT BERDIS: "
Humor works for an advertiser. It's like going to aparty. If there's
. somebody standing off in acorner pontificating and lecturing, he doesn't draw much of acrowd. If
there's somebocly in the other comer who's witty and bright and has afew jokes you haveít heard
before, he's really got acrowd around him. Same thing works in advertising. If you're witty and bright
and not burlesque or cartoony, you will get somebody's attention and hold them long enough to get the
advertising message across."
7
2.0joi BERT BERMS & COMPANY - 1956 NORTH C.AHUENGA, HOLLYWOOD, CA 90068
213-462-7261 - FAX 213-462-3432
DAN PRICE: "
One of the biggest traps producers fall into, is jumping on current creative bandwagons. If
creatives would try and come up with their own original, innovative execution, or unique characters,
we'd hear better radio. The danger of jumping on current creative trends is. your commercial is lost in a
sea of sound-alikes. Your ultimate goal should be to come up with something that other people will try
to knock off — there's nothing like being the original."
OINK INK RADIO - 1821 RANSTEAD STREET, BAAKER SOUND BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA
19103 215-567-7755 - 800-776-OINK FAX 800-758-0INK
SANDY ICAYE: "
Humor is always great, but it shouldn't always be slapstick, sometimes asensitive warm
approach to humor will work better, it's more memorable and works great with women. If you bring
honest emotion and empathy to aspot you will really connect with atarget consumer. Be genuine, share
apersonal laugh with your friend."
FUNNY FARM RADIO - 4470 SUNSET BLVD. SUITE 200, HOLLYWOOD, CA 90027
213-667-2054 - FAX 213-667-0831
DICK ORKIN: "
Talent costs are often the largest part of a radio production budget.
So ask yourself, is that script with 8 voices really the best way to communicate your
message? A simpler spot is apt to make its point more clearly. Can some characters be
combined? Is that character who only has two lines really necessary to the action?
A simple rewrite can eliminate superfluous characters - and reduce the talent tab."
DICK ORKIN'S RADIO RANCH - 1140 N. IA BREA AVE.., LOS ANGELES, CA. 90038
213-462-4966 - FAX 213-856-4311
CHUCK BLARE: Commercials should respect the audience, respect the product,
and respects the medium. First of all, you should know who the audience is,
and what their wants and needs are."
THE CHUCK BIARE COMPANY - 1606 NORTH ARGYLE AVENUE,
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028
213-462-0944 - 800-443-2020
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W EASKED THE EXPERTS

A BRIEF HISTORY OF HUMOR RADIO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24.

companies have made their presence felt:
I
Chuck Blore, who works with kids and creates

Keith Reinhard, Chairman/CEO
DDB NEEDHAM WORLDWIDE

awarm fuzzy feel; Mal Sharpe's offbeat manon-the-street interviews; Ann Wynn and Garrett
Brown as -the Molson couple"; Mark Fenske's
non stop edgy monologues; Dan Aaron, Alan
Barzman, John Crawford, Tom Hripko, Dick
Orkin, Paul & Walt, Craig Wiese, the list goes
on, but nowadays you can't hear aspot and
instantly identify it as the work of one company. The reason is arenaissance in writing radio
within the agencies. No longer shunted to a
junior writer, today the top agency writers all
secretly aspire to do astand-up, sitcom or
movie. And where else but radio can awriter
work-out acomedy dialogue or satirical mono-

Q: What is radio's role for
advertisers in agrowing media
scene?

n the years since, avast array of comedy

logue?
en years ago we wrote 70% and produced
1 30%. Now iris just the opposite as creative
directors and head-writers fax very funny
scripts for us to cast and produce.
will picture not only past heroes, but writy
ers from BBDO, Chiat, DMB&B, Goodby, Leap
es, Ican see atime when my studio walls

Partnership and Tracy-Locke. Egads, Ijust lost
my spats again!

B

ert Beni& presides over the Hollywood-based company
bearing bis name, and he is currently writing a book enti-

tled "Radio Right the First Time."

Air

RADIO
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Glimore,VP Marketing: "
CompLM chose
adio initially for a lot of different reacons.
Wben this campaign first starred, 6years ago,
." Comp USA WM a new company
Fitt
exploring deérent ways of going to
market. Radio was a relatively
iinexpensive wav of broadening
e
reach and not just relying on print,
it also gave them a lot ofjlevibility.
1!, Being able to change prices by marhet. and go on.'much more cost
R )\ G ILMORE
effectively than they could on TV".

¡p

the more media there are comI
peting for consumer attention, the
t's sort of an irrefutable fact that

more critical it is that we he able to target and find
those consumers we want And radio does that
better than anything else. because it is a ver' local
and very intimate medium. One could sav without too much exaggeration, that the more orolifei ation we see in the media marketplace the better
radio's going to he. because it is an excellent waN
to select and target very precisely.
Q: What are radio's strengths?
jt seems to me that the great strengths of radio
lare its ability to he very very local and very
very, therefore, relevant to individual listeners as
they become friends with local on-air personalities.
who discuss things which are highly relevant to
the local community , which can never he duplicat ed by any other media It's going to benefit from
further proliferation of media market because it's
such a good way to target.

CCl/y

e

1995 MERCURY A\\ \!
GRAND PRIZE \X
1\
STAPLES
howver we sit
down to do rtielic; .
,;*
we ay to do something
that's unique and basn"t
been done either in iIe
(product) category. It
rely hard to find waysio, -kí
do radio that haven :1
done. So many differen
genres have been done.'
Etery form , of music has
been touched."

CO

I
tr client (Staples):,;it
really felt that
radio bad to stand enkt
ivy much, and of coett,„
any self respecting ad
agençv totally bellez o7;th,40?
lOu want people, to
radio advertising as
Q: Will radio continue to grow?
as the
televisk)
fcourse. Where would we be without radio?
C'enai;
‘...-/What's going to replace radio as away to
we (
a
bring music and companionship to people? What's
going to replace radio as away to have interactive
pliS bed
dialogues between listeners and on-air personali.ac
With "..*
ties about things that are important or things that
Stake
aren't important for that matter? What's going to
replace radio for the thousands of advertisers who
We spent a lot of
:
orsneed to reach audiences but do not have either
and time."
the budget nor the need to be on television. For
4
ediscovered te
advertisers who see the creative advantages, the
in Wei that
visual accuracy of radio and the low production
been done, that re,41
costs. It's unbeatable
seemed to work: Theit.1
essentially. you enightt
maintaining this campaign. We all liked it, but
soap operai real péi,
e
what's our customer saying. What we jinind out is,
—really
• sucgest:
,,
stories.
the longer that the campaign was in the market, the
•
'
more the atstomer liked tbe campaign, and liked

eff

very other ¡
var.
aprodUct .prike
i.
' ca/It'. We were deligblea
as creativepeople, worki
Chris Epting: -We also do a large number ofproon this product. it acts
motions on radio. Usually they'll involve a major „ eu .. un i
que wm .
toe characters. as aft-tend."
a-E> adio had a role in helping build our

business.

re radio has been very very sueeeseuL
The program has grown over time. But the
creative is still really the same. The strategy. I
think, was sound from the beginning and that's
why the campaign has survived. The strategy was sporting even. Radio reakv drives people in.
to try to malefun of the category not take it too .CompUSA is on for 49-50 weeks ayear. There's no
seriously. Take down some of the walls of intimiother retailer that approaches that
dation. We run apretty big store. You walk into
level. We do 15 to 20 spots in a week.
our store, and you don't know anything about
That's about 1200 spots per jear. Most
computers, you've really got no place to hide."
CompUSA spots are really co-op spots.
ié have 2 characters, PC and Bob. Ithink We make it more appealing to the
Tom and jack do a terrific job, as does
vender by tailoring a spot just for
our agency Italia/Gal and our producer Chris
them. We build spots with PC Modent
Epting and that certainly has helped the camand Bob around the specific product.
paign in a huge we. We've been in this camCHRIS EPTE\
PC Modem and Bob really work for
paign, some markets, for as long as 6years. We
did some research just to find out we should be CompUSA, and so does Radio.

e

Arthur Bijur,
Sr.VP/Creative Director
Cliff Freeman &
Partners

" E

include all of the clients
products, this is eery a
major difficulty in radio'..'.
spots. -

4Crr

ehe combined efforv.
(of radio and n;) ,
-;;
was phenomena/lc
successfid. We achiei•ed,'
number one. highest pet
sales increases in all of,
retail forStaples'

LIVING LEGENDS OF RADIO: SCOTT M UNI
Where's radio going? What are the new trends?

TIME LINE

is, what is Country? There's
new Country and there's old
Country. They get in these
wars where some of the older,
well-established Country artists
are not allowed on the air at
the new Country stations,
where they're playing stuff,
like Clint Black or whoever is
currently hot, but they won't
allow any of the classic stars
on. Of the all the stations in
America right now, more are doing Country than
anything else and they're fragmenting that format
even further."

1960 Number of radio stations in
the US: 4086. AM: 3398 FM: 688.
1960 Chubby Checker's Twist is
the national dance craze.
1960 John F. Kennedy becomes
President.
1961 FCC approves FM stereo.
1961 Highly-specialized radio
programming is introduced by
Gordon McLendon with All-News
format XETRA ( AM) Tijuana.
1962 James Meredith, the first
black student at the University of
Mississippi. Troops are sent to
cjuell riots.
Do you think talk has plateaued ?
1962 Newton Minow, Chairman
Geer alk is definitely very much alive and growof FCC calls TV a "vast waste1 ing. For every person who says they don't
land."
like acertain personality, there are an awful lot of
1963 Kennedy assassinated.
Gi Tthink the reason alternative, which is what
them that do, and that's from Rush Limbaugh right
lohnson becomes President.
lwe've been mixing with the older music (at
on down. They're just gonna' keep happening.
WNEW-FM), is so strong is that obviously the
1964 The Beatles hit US shores.
No way you're ever going to stop talk or sports.
public wants it. The public wants what they want. Ithink talk will definitely not decrease, it'll increa:,c She Loves You Yeah, yeah, yeah.
If you're into soft rock, you'll find astation for
depending on how many good personalities can be 1965 WABC-AM, New York
you that won't hit you in the head. That's fragfound."
becomes the most-listened-to stamentation, that's radio's game. Whether it's talk
tion in the nation under Program
radio or news or information, you'll find that it's
GG Tthink radio is the one medium that makes
Director, Rick Sklar.
split up. Especially in the major markets, talk and
"people use their imagination, and because
1965 Martin Luther King leads
news and sports all have found their niche,
they have to drive back and forth to work and
civil rights march in Alabama.
because fragmentation is just responding to listen- play, they'll always have it on. Radio is the only
1965 23,000 US "advisors" sent
ers demands.
medium that can be called atrue companion.
to Vietnam.
Our challenge is to make sure it stays an entertainDo you see any new trends with Country or
1966 FM radio stations experiing companion, then it will always work for adverTalk?
ment with "Progressive Rock."
tisers."
1968 Martin Luther King and
"The problem with Country right now is
Bobby Kennedy shot.
1 something they created themselves, and that
1969 Woodstock occurs. Peace,
love and happiness abound.
Neil Armstrong walks on the
moon. One small step for man,
one giant leap for mankind!
(4

he name of the game in radio and music
has been fragmentation for some time, so
that each market has its prime star. In much of
the country, mainly the Southwest and Midwest,
the number 1format is country music. That's
where most of the country music fans have
moved or migrated. Each market has its own
thing. In amajor market like New York, it's fragmentation is obvious and it's obviously weighted
according to its population. Stations that are playing primarily black music, whether it's soft black,
or hip-hop, are up in higher ranking as far as the
music goes. Radio companies have consultants
doing their music programming. If you categorize
it as classic or progressive rock, the consultants
sometimes narrow-cast the artists and the songs
so that there's adanger of becoming too repetitive and people can get tired of it."

LIVING LEGENDS OFRADIO: COUSIN BRUCIE

R;clio personalities are often descrihed by listeners as being

"
like pan of the family."

erhaps no one typifies this intima e relationship better than Bruce Morrow. His very on-

air moniker, Cousin Brucie, has, for millions of listeners, conveyed a sense of familiarity and
closeness that has spanned generations.

1

e Cousin Brucie legend was born l
ate one night in 1959 at
then a rock 'n' roll stati on .An eld erl
y l
ady f
ound her

111VINS,

I
n !

THE BIG HITS
OF THE 604

way up to the studio where Bruce was broadcasting his show.
"Hey cousin," she said, "can you give me fifty cents?" Bruce gave
her the money, and she gave him the name by which New
Yorkers, and later the nation, came to know and love him.

C

.ousin Brucie carved his l
egen d i
n stone during a ratings-topping run at New York's WABC radio, where ruled the rock 'n'
roll airwaves from 1961-74. To New Yorkers growing up during
that era, Cousin Brucie was as famous as the artists whose
records he spun.

M-4

S

ince leaving WABC, Cousin Brucie's legend has grown .He
was inducted into the Radio Hall of Fame, appeared in the
'. hit movie "Dirty Dancing," published his au t
o bi ograp hy, an d

di
Cousin Brucie with Ron Lundy

8.

was even featured as the hero of Riverdale High School's 50th
anniversary dance in an isSue of Archie Comics.
Proday, millions still welcome Cousin Brucie into their homes
JL via his Saturday night "Oldies Party" and Wednesday night
"Cousin Brucie's Yearbook" on WCBS-FM in New York. He is
after, after all, a member of the family.

1960 THEME FROM"A
SUMMER PLACE"
PERCY FAITH
1961 TOSSIN ' & TURNIN'
BOBBY LEWIS
1962 STRANGER ON THE
SHORE - ACKER BILK
1963 SUGAR SHACK
JIMMY GILMER &
THE FIREBALLS
1964 IWANT TO HOLD
YOUR HAND - BEATLES
1965 WOOLY BULLY
SAM THE SHAM &
THE PHARAOHS
1966 THE BALLAD OF
THE GREEN BERETS
S/SGT. BARRY SADLER
1967 TO SIR WITH LOVE
LULU
1968 HEY JUDE- BEATLES
1969 SUGAR, SUGAR
THE ARCHIES

1

RADIO WILL ALWAYS BE APLAYaif D'Amico, Vice President, General Manager of CBS Radio
epresentatives, sees apattern throughout radio's history that
reminds him of Mark Twain's classic line, "Rumors of my death are
greatly exaggerated." D'Amico says that radio
thrives, and will continue to do so, because it is an
essential component of daily life in America.

“RDle thing," D'Amko says. "The best example,

adio is avery"personable, immediate, access!-

of course, is the car. You can't watch TV, or be
paying attention to anewspaper or magazine, or
even billboards. They say you have about threeand-a-half seconds to get your message across on a
billboard. Radio, on the other hand, can spend the
entire trip with you and be your source of information and entertainment. That's never going to change. Radio will
always be aplayer."

RADIO IS AMARKETING PARTNER
•

e Trata Radio Group President Stu Olds says these are fascinating
e Iltimes for the radio industry. " Interestingly, Ithink radio is the
• stable medium out there now. Radio has gone through the frag• mentation, the segmentation. We continue to be
e
e the most localized, personalized communication
e medium that exists.. No other medium has that
• right now and as you get into the 500 channel
•(TV) world, Ithink radio's tree in the media for• est will stand taller. For advertisers, radio is
•
• becoming a primary marketing medium ae
e opposed to asecondary one."

•A

nd, Olds says, the major rep firms will play a
ri.leading role in radio's enhanced place in the
, media mix. "The communication that's going to take place
• between the stations and the reps is going to become enhanced
'Amico predicts that the rise of duopolies will make radio more • tremendously through technology. All the stuff that reps have
e talked about forever - becoming an extension of the stations and
of areach medium than ever before. "We've always had fre• .
quency, and although we've always been areach medium it's been , their local sales departments - will be more true than ever. That's
more work for abuyer to accomplish that. But with duopolies, a
• going to be good for advertisers because you're going to have
buyer can deal with one or two companies and get very big reach • people who are more aware of what's happening in different marin amarket, along with target marketing and better efficiencies."
• kets and on those stations, and we can better fit what's taking
place locally to what the advertiser is trying to accomplish."
'Amico is "very excited" over the fact that all major radio rep
1-/companies now have marketing departments. "It's starting to
e r"\ Ids predicts that, "Clearly within the next 2years you're going
pay off big time," he says. "A lot of new advertiser categories have
• %-Jto see most of the transferring of contracts, affidavits, makebeen broken. Telecommunication companies are using radio very
. goods and so on being done electronically between the rep and
effectively. Automotive, with restraints taken off "all the legal" previ- •
e the agencies." He adds, radio must never lose the human element.
ously required in lease programs, are using radio very effectively.
• "We don't want to do all business electronically. There's agreat
(e
efuture, really, belongs to the marketing departments.
• value in having aface-to-face across the desk from somebody.
T i
C
ilients love you when you are as concerned about what's
• Having people talk about what's taking place in marketplaces
important to them. We can show them how they can still get those •
, results in better media buys and better use of dollars. Idon't think
aisle displays, those promotions, while reaching customers who are
e you can get that just be looking at apiece of paper."
going to make cash registers ring."
•
e

D

D

•
e

THE 170'S

RADIO BECOMES MORE "ONE TO ONE".
THE FM EXPLOSION

THE BIG
RADIO BRANDS
These

are sonie of the brands
and advertisers
that used radio in the 70's.
AMERICAN DAIRY ASSN..
AMERICAN HOME
AT&T
ANHEUSER-BUSCH
BENEFICIAL FINANCE
BORDER
BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
CAMPBELL SOUP
CHESEBROUGH-PONDS
CHRYSLER CORP.
COCA-COLA CO.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
TRUE VALUE HARDWARE
DELTA AIRLINES
DIAL FINANCE
EXXON
FORD MOTOR CO.
FOTOMAT
GENERAL MOTORS
GREYHOUND- ARMOUR
GOODYEAR TIRE
J. C. PENNY
KRAFT
MCDONALD'S
MILES LABS
MONTGOMERY WARD
PAN AM AIRLINES
PENNZOIL
PEPSICO
PLOUGH
SCHUTZ BREWING
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
SMITH KLINE
STANDARD BRANDS
STATE FARM INSURANCE
STERLING DRUG CO.
TWA
UNITED AIRLINES
WARNER-LAMBERT
WM. WRIGLEY

Radio

UM radio, fueled by the growth of rock for.1 mats and increased penetration in cars, went
from less than 15% of the total audience in 1970
to 53% by the end of 1979. However, an N. W.
Ayer "
white paper" on radio in 1976 clearly stated that AM is RADIO...FM is RADIO. The
important distinctions were in programming, not
dial position. A Fresno Bee story (April 10,
1970) pointed out that radio's format specialization, such as foreign languages, ethnic music,
and all-news, enabled the medium to survive
the emergence of television.

BLUE NUN & RED-HOT HITS

G

eneral Motors began and ended the
decade as radio's largest national advertiser. Also, at both ends of the decade, the top
five categories accounted for about half of
national activity (spot and network combined):
Food Products
Automotive
Travel
Beer & Wine
Consumer Services

1970
11.3%

1979
14.9%

13.2
9.0
9.4
5.2

13.0
8.9
7.7
7.4

(financial and communications)

creative trend of Seventies radio was
Ahot
two-voice humor: Dick & Bert, Bob & Ray,

Stiller & Meara. The latter were responsible for
one of radio's classic success stories, Blue Nun
wine, whose sales rose from 68,000 cases in
1969 to 1.3 million in 1978, thanks to radio.
This campaign won aCLIO award in 1975 and
an Effie in 1978. The campaign took the stuffiness and mystique out of an imported product
by clever word-plays on the brand name.

I
was still viable for the Seventies. Chrysler,

mage advertising, radio's original technique,

known for engineering leadership since 1924,
was beginning to lose its perceived edge to GM.,
Ford, and the imports. They could have run
multi-page magazine inserts to explain all the
technical details, but instead, turned to radio
and built a campaign around the slogan "Extra
Care In Engineering." The campaign built
awareness and image, and won an Effie award
in 1971.
eith Reinhard, Executive VP of Needham,
arper & Steers, said in 1978: "
If radio
had been invented after TV it would, no doubt,
be considered the superior medium. Now you
can actually reach aprospect in that rare
moment when he's alone in his car...his own
foam-padded sound studio, so conditioned to
the routine of driving that his personal antenna reaches out for the right set of stimuli. And
that's only drive-time radio."

Lradio in "The Age Of Me"...personal, conve-

arlY Light, Executive VP of BBDO, looked at

nient, instant, fun, varied, selective, and
portable. In this age of increased competition,
higher prices, clutter, more mobility, etc., "how
do you spell relief? Ispell it R-A-D-I-0!"
Bernard Owett, Senior VP/Creative Director at J.
Walter Thompson positioned radio's integrated
role thus: "
Radio takes over your mind but
doesn't take over your life."

ILOVE TO LOOK AT

I
SEE THE PICTURES DETTERr
TV firmly established as the "in" creW ith
ative medium at agencies, radio was

often relegated to the copy cubs or trade
paper writers. Jerry Della Femina, speaking at
the ANA/RAB Workshop in 1972, was unhappy with this practice, detesting agencies who
would farm out radio assignments to so-called
"specialists". However, he noted, the trend to
shorter TV commercials was making creativity
more difficult, forcing the audio part to be
short and catchy...really radio. As an
example, "
Try It, You'll Like It" for AlkaSeltzer. Who needed a picture here? He
even suggested the daring idea of assigning
"art directors" to radio. If they can "
visualize"
a product, they could describe it to a copywriter who would create the word pictures
that much better. The writing was on the
wall: TV was taking away people's imaginations. Newsweek (December 3, 1979)
described the resurgence of radio drama on
CBS and National Public Radio. The ultimate
quote came from an eight-year-old boy who

W EASKED THE EXPERTS
PETER HARRINGTON, VP -NETWoRK.

M IKE KELLY, VP M ARKETING, PERKINS FAMILY RESTAURANTS

.

cc

e

see the litst of u relleiseaPtCe. 1thinl; here's i..toing to I
greater opportunities to pniducc. and (HMI' national
'programming in. the 1:uture
owncrqiip cons( lidales «
and technology allows mow-l ot-K.0o be (li)flu* rnofiie efficiently.

lat 1like about radio the best is that it's cheaper to
make than TV- and its flexibility, quite frankly. Ithink
TV is somewhat of an inflexible medium. We're finding that
in the dining business, decisions are made, more often than
not, while someone's in the car. And 'IV is not going to help
you agreat deal when someone's in the ('ar."

Ty fragments?
think '
fractionalization. of the intedia.p.ie-:, ; hid the con4umer's

Q: Will radio get-stronger as

J

'attention, will help radio- and bun television to a dégree.
Q: What effect will current deregulation have?

e have 476 restaurants in 40 states, so ,
radio is the right medium . for us, when
we're off radio, we see a difference."

F
z•
•

ei

o

ur radio use is g()ing to increase in the future. It has
been steadily increasing for us for over the last 3 Or 4
years. Especially next year, when some of the anticipated
costs that we're looking at with the Olympics and then, of
course, with the primaries .coming up. I'm seeing some unbelievable inflationary planning rates, right now, for TV."

,

"-:

-Q:
ties.
Where
will radio be in
-...
the texture?
- - ' Radic)'s a median 1that's maiiii:tining.its vibrancy: ' Kick() is very
actiyi.- right now in tying into-the Inttrilet
SO on. Advertisers have lcits of,acildx,i,Valtie and cross ;pronio-'.
tional opportunittics-With ra.dio. _I- thine-it's got ;‘.
.
t.n... eyoz.
tet.
future with advertisers.

S
UPERNn
MEANS MONEY
Unlocking the Door to

Major Advertising Dollars
National Representation
for Medium/Small Networks
Programmers/Group Owners

GET THE KE

•

Tthirik
lead ro more programming (
I
(AVII
,ithe roa(1, -trnr« -national rsix)gramining.
-What Inight-lx,tppcn..i,e, that %veil haye..the
.opi)ort tinily for lictic r
1)c->gra_à1
en‘in.intnents to put Our national con-inter..
dais in down the road. Il theres riff
rrogranlming then ,it.. creaks. a better fiaii *
ortaG...
,progrant environnent. Ratier.than benig depen.klent on the local, 00 th t000 local
program environments, yott11 have more considtçnt piograun environments.,and we'll
mole opportyai-

CC

r-17.

ammo, BeDo

Where is radio todaft

erkins has been doing radio for 20 years, if not more.
1- We are in a lot of small towns where we got one unit
operators and in. the Wyoming's and the Utah's of this world
radio is listened to more than TV is watched."

ge Tlike radio creatively, obviously, one of the
'reasons Ilike dealing with Bert BerdiS in
the development of radio is the humor and
warmth aspects that we can build into radio.
We can create a lot more illusion with radio
Aid
than we can with TV. It's certainly cheaper as
a medium and a.much more cost-effective medium to produce."

.

800-249-8852

L

WE ASKED THE EXPERTS
,
giumger--

Gotlieb, President/CEO
Vest, Inc. A division of DMB&B
ow important is radio to you
major media buying
lion?
adio is very important
ecause it is amechanism
ill out abroadcast oriented
ia plan with lower cost
ressions. Radio has tradially been an efficiency
hum' that we use strategiyas asupplement to televi-

solidation taking place in the radio industry that will run almost the opposite of
fragmentation. Ithink we can see sit
tions where owned and operated radio
networks will start to come about.
Radio networks will program more
consistently, and will probably he
programmed in such afashion tha
they will attract alarger share. It
will allow us (agencies) the oppor
tnnity to get larger gross audience

O

nce you get past the own
ship reconfigurations that
very likely to happen. radio is
probably going to be less impacted by
How does radio figure into *
ht
change than any other media type.. .Its
re of advertising?
going to go through the volatility and
adio figures big in the future. It has
agony that television is going to go
o. The cost of television continues
through as it re-invents itself. The resu
scalate. Mixing radio and television
will be astronger medium with better p
way to offset this trend. Ithink that
gramming and bigger audiences that will
at we're probably going to see a
d (in radio) as aresult of the con- be an exceptional t

APIO REACHES VIRTUALLY
ERYONE: WHERE IT COUNTS!..-_7

.7% OF ALL CONSUMERS

12 + EVERY

DAY

HcE: RADAR 50,Fall 1994. Ceright Statist ka! Research. Inc.
londav-Sundar. 24 bu
orçl

.5% OF ALL PERSONS12+ EVERY WEEK

ci:: RADAR 50, Fall, 1994, Copyrittln Statistical Research, Inc.
R
ihnulay-Sunday. rwm-,111(1. I

95.8% OF ALL AFRICAN-AMERICANS12+ EVERY WEEK
.112CE:

Fall 1994 Arbitron National Data Base ( Black AQH and clime estimates)

96.1% OF ALL HISPANICS 124 EVERY WEEK
,NlICE:

Fall 1994 Arbitran National Data lease ( Hispanic AQ11 and none estimates)

'8.2% OF ALL PERSONS 12+ AT HOME
le
0.3% OF ALL PERSONS 12+ IN CARS
CRCS:

RADAR 50. Fall 199 I. i.bprrie,le Statistical Resemrh. Inc. (Mondai'-Stindy. 21 Hours)

OUR OUT OF FIVE ADULTS BY CAR RADIO EACH WEEK

E
IWE:

RADAR 50. Fall /994. Creright Statistic-al Research. hie. (Monday - Sande. 24 hrs.)

NE OUT OF THREE AMERICANS IN THE WORKPLACE
iscr: Vallie-GaillIP SIII1Y9'. August 1993

7.6% OF ALL GROCERY SHOPPERS EVERY DAY'
EVEN OUT OF TEN DRUG PURCHASERS EVERY DAY*
E OUT OF. FOUR FINANCIAL CUSTOMERS EVERY DAY*

EVEN
VEN OUT OF TEN COMPUTER PURCHASERS EVERY DAY'
EVEN OUT OF TEN RESTAURANT CUSTOMERS EVERY DAY*
EVEN OUT OF TEN BEER AND WINE DRINKERS EVERY DAY*

eiEVEN OUT OF TEN ENTERTAINMENT CONSUMERS EVERY DAY"
'SOURCE:

.
tiimmons 1991

ORE CONSUMERS THAN ANY CABLE NETWORKS
miter: 'The Media Audit. 1991

OUR CUSTOMERS RIGHT UP TO TIME OF PURCHASE
•URCE: Media Targeting 2(XX): %be Arbilmn/RAB Consumer Study. 1995

S
OM OF RADIOS
TOP TALENTS
ese ars just afew of the
major p rsonalities that
provide en rtainment information an companionship
to us all fr m coast to coast.
CHARLES ISGOOD
THE 0
DFILE
CBS RAD! NETWORKS
Bringing h unique warmth
and insigh America every
morning, I arlie is truly the
poet laure eof news and
social corn entary
PAUL
Y
NEWS
COMMENT
ABC RADIS NETWORKS
With the 1. gest audience in
America P ul Harvey news
and comm ntary is the
mainstay
many an
American' day.
LARRY
LARRY
WEST'W
RADIO
Larry's su
his reno'
show corn
everyday.

G
G LIVE
DONE
TWORKS
rstar guests from
ed CNN interview
alive on radio

RICK D
WEEKLY
ABC RAD
Rick Dees
His humo
lcnowledg
tainment
American

OP 40
0 NETWORKS
is truly an up.
and musical
provide enterrmillions of

DON
IMUS IN
WESTW
RADIO
Don Imus
unique to
show is tt
entertaini

MORNING
DONE
TWORKS
slant on life is
say the least. His
ally irreverent and:

TOM JO
MOVIN'
ABC
Three-tim
winner, T
down 20
from Urty
ALLEN D
ALLEN D
SW NE
His client
of Ameni
his act to

g«

RADIO, UPWARD MOBILITY
&THE MEDIA EXPLOSION
RADIO MEETS CABLE
(S‹ VCR'S HEAD-ON
Dadio had survived the arrival of TV by becomVng personal, portable, and selective. Now
TV began to learn from radio. Cable TV, featuring
various niche networks, saw its coverage rise
from 22% of TV homes in 1980 to 55% by 1990.
In addition, VCR ownership mushroomed from
just 4% in 1980 to 68% in 1990. This made TV
"time-shifting" possible.

THE BIG
DIO BRANDS
These are some qf the
vertisers that built brand
illy with radio in ibe '80's
AMSTEL
AG BAYER
ERICAN AIRLINES
AT&T
NHEUSER-BUSCH
BEATRICE
CAMPBELL SOUP
ESEBROUGH-PONDS
CHRYSLER
COCA-COLA,
00R5 BREWING
DELTA AIRLINES
Í
-- ASTERN AIRLINES
FTD
FORD MOTOR CO.
GENERAL MOTORS
HEINEKEN
HORMEL
GOODYEAR!
GREYHOUND
KELLY SERVICES
KMART
MOLSON
IDAS MUFFLERS
MILLER'
NISSAN • I
PEPSI- COLA
PILLSBURY CO.
•ROCTOR & GAMBLE
R. J. REYNOLDS
WART ANDER5ONS
SEARS
S. C. JOHNSON
SHELL
7-11 STORES'
ROHS BREWING
TRUE VALUE
UNITED AIRLINES
US GOVERNMENT
RNER-LAMBIERT
WHIRLPOOL

o longer could the TV networks decide when
Nwe
could watch aparticular program, and

VCR's made it possible to zap the commercials.
But radio easily won the "convenience" battle.
Only 4% of TV usage in 1980 was out-of-home
(Nielsen), compared to 39% of radio's. By 1989,
radio's out-of-home usage had risen to 53%
(RADAR). This further strengthened radio as the
point-of-purchase medium, getting in the last
word before abuying decision in an era when
convenience and immediacy had taken on new
meaning to Americans. ATM's, faxes, convenience
stores, direct marketing, overnight delivery, and
cellular phones rapidly were becoming necessities for got-to-have-it-now Americans.

ADVERTISING WINNERS

M EETING THE CHALLENGE
n the early 1980's, Radio began t t tit
I
horn more, spearheaded by the RAB/Trout &
o

oo

s own

Ries campaign "Radio. It's Red Hot". Local stations took off their promotional gloves and
reached out for new listeners through ads in other
media such as newspapers, TV, and billboards.
Network radio got anew life with NBC's The
Source, RKO, black-formatted NBN and
Sheridan networks, and special long-form concert offerings. Ira Berger at Needham, Harper &
Steers said that network TV costs were getting
out of sight, and that radio offered some real
alternatives. He thought network radio would be
alot like magazines.., specialized, attracting an
audience to whatever they're interested in.

M radio was the "rediscovered" medium.

adison Avenue Magazine (October 1980) said
So
did U. S. News & World Report (July 7, 1980):
"Fresh shows are injecting new life and money
into amedium that used to be regarded as the
dowdy grandmother of TV". Next Magazine
(January 1981) called it "Radio's Born-Again
Serenity". Esquire Magazine (March 1984) ran a
feature headlined "Radio is transforming itself.
Right before our ears...RADIO LIVES!" Finally,
ADWEEK, in 1980, headlined: "Radio Enters Its

C orne success stories from the 1984 ANA/RAB
LiWorkshop: Using atakeoff on the vaudeville "Mr.
Gallagher and Mr. Sheen" act, Pitney-Bowes increased sales
15% and ad recall 133% from 1982 to 1983 for copiers, mailing machines, and related office equipment. They spent
some $3.8 million in radio, more than in all other media
combined. "We'll Leave The Light On For You" is probably
one of the best-known ad slogans today. Motel 6 burst
upon the scene in 1986 with a $ 1million radio budget, then
from 1987 to the present spent well over $ 10 million annually- atotal of some $ 109
million through 1994. No
fancy production
THE BIG HITS
here...just aguitar, fiddle,
OF THE '80'S
and Tom Bodett spinning
his ever-changing cracker-barrel country yarns.
1980 CALL ME - BLONDIE
The economy of the pro1981 BE1TE DAVIS EYES
duction helps build the
KIM CARNES
"no-frills" image of the
1982 PHYSICAL
lodging chain as well.
OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN
The slogan's consistency
1983 EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE
reminds us of bygone
THE POLICE
eras when ad campaigns
1984 WHEN DOVES CetY
didn't change every other
PRINCE
Tuesday! Motel 6 is con1985
CARELESS
WHISPER
sistently among the leadWHAM!
ers in its category (econ1986 THAT'S WHAT FRIEND'S
omy chains). Many other
ARE FOR - DIONNE &
lodging chains have
'FRIENDS
become substantial radio
1987 WALK LIKE AN EGYPTIAN
users such as Best
BANGLES
Western, Marriott, and
Radisson.
1988 FAITH - GEORGE MICHAEL
1989 LOOK AVAAY - CHICAGO

TIME

LINE

1980 Number of radio stations in the
US: 8748. AM: 4558
FM: 4190.
1980 Mt. St. Helens erupted.
1980 Ronald Wilson Reagan elected
President.
1981 Federal deregulation of radio programming and ownership restraints.
1981 Space Shuttle Columbia was sent
into space.
1981 Sandra Day OiConnor appointed
to the Supreme Court.
1982 The Equal Rights Amendment
was defeated.
1984 Consolidation sweeps through
both the national rep and network radio
sectors of the industry, eventually leading to two imega1 rep forces (The
lnterep Radio Store and Katz Radio) and
four major network radio organizations
(ABC, CBS, Westwood One and Unistar).
'1985 "LiveAid" a17-hour concert
broadcast to 152 countries.
1987 All-Sports radio born on WEANAM New York.
1988 George Bush elected president.
1989 US invades Panama.

RADIO DELIVERS!

RADIO PROMOTION AROARING
SUCCESS FOR................
'THE LION KING
A n exclusive

radio sweepstakes for the Phar-Mor chain of
fldrug stores increased store traffic, boosted video sales
and increased family rentals at the stores' video and music
departments. Developed by Katz Radio Group and Yaffe &
Company advertising agency as atie-in to the video release
of Disney's "The Lion King," the promotion ran for three
weeks in February and March at 26 Phar-Mor locations.

T

he promotion invited consumers to enter adrawing for a
family vacation for 4 to San Diego with a visit to the
world-renowned San Diego Zoo. The promotion included
live Phar-Mor remotes conducted by WJET, Erie, PA; WTCR,
Huntington, WV; WDSY, Pittsburgh; and WHOT,
Youngstown, OH. The stations tagged Phar-Mor spots across
various dayparts and produced unique on-air promotional
features ( including "Phar-Mor's Top 10 Video Rentals").
Participating stores set up POP displays, sweepstakes forms,
window posters and countercards.

har-Mor branches

P

reported record video sales on the
days of the radio remotes, and the stores sold out "The
Lion King" video at remote locations. The sweepstakes' success can be attributed to radio's unique ability to deliver the
ideal target audience through niche marketing," said Karen
Myford, KRG's Detroit Marketing Manager..

RADIO BUILDS A FIRE
UNDER
VEAL SALES
.. .
A true marketing partnership b tween CBS Radio Marketing
..n..and Straight Arrow Media 4 San Francisco paid off with a
robust 80% sales gain for the Ve Committee of the National
Beef Council.

I
awareness for veal as abarbe( te alternative while driving sales
twas the summer of 1994, anc the Council sought to build

in three markets: Philadelphia,
w York and Chicago. The
Council's agency, Straight Arro» Media, brainstormed with CBS
Marketing to develop a program that would accomplish the
client's objectives while tying in ocal retailers. The radio program
consisted of 3weeks on-air, wi h spots running Wed.-Sat., primarily in AM and PM drive, on n avg. of 6 stations per market.
Each of the 3weeks offered exc usivity to aparticular local
supermarket chain. The first 45 econds of the 60-second spots
featured slice-of-life vignettes in which two men at abarbecue
talked about the virtues of veal, citing aspecial cut at the supermarket which had exclusivity th tparticular week. The remaining
time on the spot was devoted t( the retailer's tag, highlighting
veal specials. A creative value-ad ded element to the program
invited radio listeners to call as 'vial veal recipe line for awardwinning recipes and achance t win dinner for two at a participating restaurant.
be return on investnzent u is incredible." reports Rod Mill,
VP-Media at Straight Arr w. "We really impacted the mar:ket, with sales up 80% during ti e promotion period versus the
•same period in 1993. The client was extremely satisfied and
expanded it to a fourth market n '95."
35.
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I
nsome African cultures,
when the old kings could no longer satisfy their wives,
the new, young kings would sneak up on the old kings
and kill them while they slept.

Recent wive. unalude Nike, all's, Tr..., Stash Tea, Tillamook Cheese, ri 8aro's Italian
Junior Aahievea,ent, Northwest Natural Gas, PACC Health Plans
Coll 503.224-9288 for oreel, or fax arou ghcreative brief to 503 224 5320
.f you would like ah.d for writia a aastia q and produaia l your next radio com pa
r
Thank- you

REP FIRMS BUILD GROWTH ON
INTEGRATED MARKETING
erhe concept of the media rep firm was pioneered in 1888
1 by Emanuel Katz, whose E. Katz Special Advertising
Agency opened in New York to represent William Randolph
Hearst's San Francisco newspapers (ironic
in that acentury later national advertisers
are still trying to find an easy way to buy
newspaper space). Today, the vast majority of national spot radio sales are billed by
two firms, Katz Radio Group and The
Interep Radio Store, who together rep
more than 3,000 radio stations nationwide.
1141111
111

rom its newspaper origins, Katz
F
expanded its client list in the 1930's to
include the revolutionary new medium,

EINANILJEL KATZ
radio, in part because several of the company's newspaper clients had purchased radio stations. In the
mid 1930's, Katz represented ten stations, steadily growing
through the 40's and 50's. In March 1984, Katz
Communications - as the company was now called - purchased two additional rep companies, Christal Radio and
RKO Radio Sales, and formed the Katz Radio Group.
headed
President Stu
Olds, encompasses five separate
radioby
representation
er
companies - Banner Radio, Christal Radio, Eastman
daY' the Katz Radio Group,

36.

Radio, Katz Radio and Katz Hispanic Media. "
Me product
u,
e're selling today has become much more complex, ' Olds
said. "In a duopoly world. _mu can have a series of radio
stations fin one market! that all deserve to be positioned correctly to meet an advertiser's needs. So the rep's job has
actually become more complex than ever before."

If Your Radio
Stinks,
Try Oink Ink.
Ours Just
Smells Funny.
To give our award-winning radio demo awhiff,
just call These folks did
Pepsi, Texaco, NBC and Dontos.
(Now they smell funny, too.)
Call now . Operators standing by.

OINK

RADIO.
1-800-776-6465
New York / Philadelphia

erhe Interep Radio Store traces its roots to 1954, when Daren
1 McGavren purchased Western Radio, a regional rep firm
with stations throughout California
and the Pacific Northwest. McGavren
hired native Californian Ralph Guild
to open a new office in New York in
1962, the start of McGavren-Guild.
Guild was one of the first to recog4
nize the need for radio rep firms to
be marketing problem-solvers for
RALPH GUILD
advertisers, aphilosophy that perme& DAREN MCGAVREN
ates the Interep corporate culture to
this day. Les Goldberg, President of Interep, said recently: "We
were a marketing company before it was fashionable. We fill
needs, that's what we do."

nterep

I
what McGavren-Guild foresaw as being a string of indepen-

itself was formed in 1981 as the holding company for

dently-operated radio rep firms. Today, The Interep Radio Store
(the name of the company since 1988) owns and operates eight
such firms— Concert Music Broadcast Sales (
since 1995),
Group W Radio Sales (1986- the first independent rep firm dedicated exclusively to one broadcast group). Major Market Radio
Sales (1982), The Torbet Radio Group ( 1987), D&R Radio
(1993), Infinity Radio Sales (1995), Shamrock Radio Sales
(1995) and the original McGavren Guild Radio.
e rep business has come a long way since the days of
Emanuel Katz... national spot radio sales totaled $ 1.27 billion
for 1994 as Katz and Interep successfully address the marketing
needs of national advertisers.

LOOKIT. WE WON STUFF.

Pi
iWHO WOULDA GUESSED

'

IT? MODEST LITTLE

RADIO PRODUCTION COMPANY LIKE OURS
BRINGING HOME THE N.Y. INTERNATIONAL
AWARD FORIRST USE OF SOUND FOR A
SILLY LITTLrPEPSI SPOT, WHICH REALLY
DIDN'T EVEN COST THAT MUCH, BUT REALLY
i NEITHER DID OUR SPOTS FOR JUSTIN BOOTS,
- THAT WON BEST LOCAL RADIO CAMPAIGN
,AND BEST LOCAL RADIO SPOT IN LITTLE OLE
TEXAS WHICH REALLY WAS NO BIG DEAL TO
US CAUSE ALL WE EVER WANTED WAS A
FEWTICKETS TO THE CLIOS, BUT WHO
el° DA FIGURED THAT SOME OLE RETAIL
POTS WOULD MAKE THE CLIO ' S
EST RADIO CAMPAIGN SHORTLIST? NOT US.

WE'RE JUST IN IT FOR THE LOVE.
FUNNY FARM CREATIVE RADIO HOLLYWOOD
1PH

( 213) 667-2054 FAX ( 213) 667-0831

1

REACH OVER 220,000
BROADCAST, AUDIO & VIDEO
PROFESSIONALS WORLDWIDE
•
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M ARRIOTT COURTS
BUSINESS TRAVELERS

M A/OR ADVERTISERS USE
HISPANIC RADIO AS
PRIMARY MEDIUM 71,‘

VILA RA DI 0

'Inc:Teasing numl )er,
-, ul it 1:1¡ mr national a .1 t
kers; 'flu:hiding:Burger
King, J:C. Penney. Kmart. Sears, 7-Eleven arid Walgreen; are turn.iny u) Spanish pdii.),;t.a primar ineditim -t0. reach
munitt.
•
1.•
Tliii.reastir:for this trt:rtd ate . there is treniendOus,pote
I'
the groWite Hispanic market and no medium reaches it more èffec.tively than Spanish-language eacrio.,There are approximately 25 iDil:
' :Iron 1iispanies living in the tTnit&i :States, -if figure that is•eipected
swell to 40 million by 2010. The aggregatç3 household income of
nispanie households is. $ 185 billion Ninety-six percent
all
Hispanics 12 and oldeffisten to radio at least one pèr week. And, by
far, the format of choice for this segment of the population is Spanishlanguage programming;.whieh averages nearly a 44 share arnong
Hispanics.

of

Spanish-language radio stations have experience major gains in: listenciship during the past year or two, with some stations even beating
general market stations in the Arbitron ratings. In markets like El
Peso, San Antonio and Miami, Spanish music stations have consistently ranked number one in key demos for the last few years. Spanish
music formats include International Hits, Tejano ( amix between traditional Mexican and polka music), Traditional/Regional Mexican,
Banda ( fast. up- beat Mexican dance music) and Salsa Merengue ( fastpaced Caribbean dance music). Spanish-language stations generally
have minimal duplication with general market stations, giving advertisers apowerful. exclusive audience. As Bob Watson. former Director
of Advertising Sers ices for AT&T. said: "We ( AT&T) use Spanish radio
to increase reach and generate significant levels of frequency in order
to break through the malaise of other advertising."

URBAN RADIO
DELIVERS $ 325
BILLION MARKET
T0
ADVERTISERS
adio is the eleçtronic medium of choice
Ilamong America's 31 million AfricanAmericans, with Simmons research showing
that 45% of blacks' media time is spent with
radio versus 34% with television. And, among
the various radio formats, urban radio is by
far the programming of choice among this
$325 billion consumer group. Urban radio
reaches 76% of all blacks, more than the next
four most listened-to formats combined. Very
few general market radio stations, in fact,
deliver ablack profile proportionate to their
market.
“erhe urban fortnat serves aspan of ages,
1. lx)th sexes and arange of income levels," said Janet Hill, Vice President of the
Washington, DC-based consulting firm
Alexander & Associates, to agroup of
advertisers this past spring. "Because urban
radio stations have created afirm bonding
with the audience, you can get increased
mileage from your advertising messages."
Reebok, Bristol-Myers, ICmart, Avon and

nourtyarcl By Marriott, one of several divisions of the
‘_.4111arriott Corporation, markets itself as the hotel
chain "designed by business travelers," with 240 locations across the country. Its primary objectives are to
increase awareness and occupancy rates among men 2554 and other business travelers.
Pro achieve its objective, Marriott uses ayear-round
combination of radio and print. Prominent on the
radio buy are "The Business of Sports," "Sunday
Conversation" and "Sportsbreaks" on ABC's ESPN Radio
Network. The long-running campaign features Dick
Caven as spokesperson and includes adirect response
800 number, which is popular with listeners and enables
Marriott to track results.
Tn addition to generating strong occupancy results from
lits radio effort, Marriott has conducted tracking studies that show the Courtyard chain to have the highest
brand recognition within the company.

Frito Lay are just some of the advertisers
who have run urban radio promotions.
Brown III, strategic planner for
Amos
WTLC in Indianapolis, pointed out that

"the subtarbanization of black America and
the growing migration of blacks from the
inner city poses problems for advertisers, as
some traditional methods used to reach
black consumers are becoming obsolete.
Only urban radio reaches across city and
suburban lines." He added that more blacks
listen to urban radio than read Ebony or Jet,
or watch Black Entertainment Television.
tudies show that black consumers are
extremely brand conscious and loyal,
S
with ahigh propensity to purchase products

from marketers who extend a "personal
invitation" ( aspecially-created, black-oriented commercial) to buy. For many marketers,
urban radio has proven to be the most

effective medium to deliver this personal
Invitation.

TIME LINE
1990 Number of radio station
in the US: 10,631. AM: 4966
FM: 5665.
1990 Operation Desert Storm
Forces prepare to invade
Iraq, which held Kuwait.
1990 The reunification of
Germany.
1990 Local Marketing
Agreements (LMA's) permitted by the FCC.
1991 Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB) tests
begin.
1991 The fall of Communism
-The Soviet Union beaks up.
1992 The FCC relaxes its
duopoly ownership rules,
permitting broadcasters to
own 2AM and 2FM stations
in large markets ( 15 or more
stations) and 3stations, only
2of which in the same service band, in smaller markets.
Broadcasters can acquire a
non-controlling interest in 3
additional station in each
band, if they are controlled
by minority broadcasters or
small businesses.
1992 National ownership
limitations for radio goes
from 12 AM and 12 FM to 18
AM and 18 FM. This increases
to 20 in each band in 2years.
-

1«
.c
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PRIMESTAR SHINES R ADIO WON'T
BRIGHT WITH RADIO TOLERATE MEDIOCRITY
rimestar is the relatively new direct -to -

home satellite television delivery sysp
tem. Its programming emphasizes sports

and movies, and its target markets are men
25-54 and adults 25-54. ;

rimestar added radio to its media mix

because of radio's targetability and
p
proven direct response track record. The

schedule includes several of ABC's radio
networks as well as a mix of syndicated
programming. Commercials include an 800
number: 1-800-PRIMESTAR.

T

he first radio flight ran in conj inctkm
with television and generated the highest response and conversimilinstalla t
hin
rates in the company's history. A foll.)\\
up, stand-alone radio flight also was quite
successful. according to Mark Du n,
Director of National Advertising • id
Promotion for Primestar.

“W

e're not only trying to bu id a
brand, we're trying to explain an
industry," Dunn said. "Radio has iprmen to
be avery effective way of getting a
response from consumers. It's 60-second
format allows us agreater opportunity to
explain what we are. Radio has generated
avery significant number of calls for us.
It's very efficient in terms of call. generated versus dollars spent."

Bob Callahan sees a "public mandate"
A
of sorts for all media. "With more options
BC Radio Networks' President/CEO

much faster. I
think that it will
come - I'm not a
naysayer."
about the immediate impact and
C
prospects for digital technology, howevallahan seems much more enthused

on the radio dial, the
television, the computer
er. "Everything is going digital. You're
and so on, the congoing to have better accuracy in ternis
sumer won't tolerate
of verifying ratings and commercials.
mediocrity. They just
You'll be able to segment where you're
won't put up with it.
You're going to have to airing commercials based on geography,
put on quality program- classification or format. We're working
feverishly hard in all these areas."
ming. Ithink you're
allahan adds that radio in the year
going to see most
2005, "Will be amuch stronger
media have 'testing
industry." He sees less frequent station
periods' the way television does now.
turnover and more long-term commitSomething goes on the air and it has to
perform. If it doesn't, then it doesn't last." ments. "Ithink [station owners] are
going to give themselves alot more time
allahan takes acautious view on radio to make areturn on their investment."
and the Internet. "We've been kicking
ooking at the present-day, Callahan
the tires for about three years," he says.
leeports that ABC has made significant
"We have about 15 different little business
plans and we're pulling them all together. strides breaking new advertising categories. "We've broken more auto brands,
If anyone says they have aplan for the
including imports. We've gone beyond
future of radio and the Internet, well, it's
traditional package goods and are getjust not there yet. They'll be alot of surfting vegetables and others. We've broing, alot of little hits at different sites. But
ken pharmaceuticals. Satellite services before it's practical, it has to get easier for
DBS -has become acategory. Because
the consumer and it has to get much,
we're not local, we have to prove our

C

C

T

Times and other papers that are
Mosco:
\Veste n and mainly American. Ithink
operating stations in
that alot of the American brands are
countries which
re •ognizing awhole new opportuniwere once behind
,here. In Russia. there are over
the Iron Curtain,
180 million consumers. For the
including
most part, none of them has ever
Moscow, St.
had freedom of ch mice, and that's
Petersburg and
n the radio and entertainment industries,
exactly what American marketers
I3udepest ( with
the phrase "curtain going up" traditionally
and Metromedia International
means the start of ashow. For Metromedia additional staradio are poised to give them.
tions coming on
International, the phrase has taken on
's agreat opportunity for alot
line within the
new meaning with the lifting of the " Iron
American brands to get in on
near future-but
Curtain" and creation
the ground floor and Metromedia
that's
another
r"`- .
of enornlou$ opponumarInter iational will be there as a
story). The reason for
.' nities I'm marketers ketin, partner."
this
expansion
is
multiand Metromedia.
fold: opportunity abounds for American
marketers, American products are in great
t's only the beginning Hogan adds:
ith the relaxation
demand and where American marketers go " Ithink there are vast international
of polltical restricso does American radio. Western radio, and, oppo -tunities besides Russia and Eastern
t
1 tions .American marspecifically American radio, is amajor new Euro e. There's tremendous potential in
i
f
ik,=kr,,À,
keters are eRpanding
trend setter in Russia,. where it is one of the Chini ,and in other countries and inter'VW
distribution of their
products into Central
most demanded new forms of entertainnatio al arenas such as 'l'urkey and Latin
'- and Eastern Europe as
ment.
Ame ca. Our goal is to help internation'ions and networks market in the
wL•ll as Vietnam and
“We're here to take advantage of the
al sta
BILL HOGAN China. This tinique
opportunity," remarks Bill Hogan,
ITS. Il the high level of inquines we're
ely receiving is any indication, the
opportunity for expandPresident. Metromedia International
curre
holds great pr )mise for our operaed marketing opportunities has prompted
Marketing, -In my first visit to Moscow, I
futur
Certainly,
we look to anyone,
American radio networks and hmoacicasting
spent some time touring through supermar- tions
here in the world who wants to
groups to follow suit.
kets and retail stores. There are many, many any
radio to American marketers
American and Western brands on the
mar
Mekt
er
t(
i
)
nm
ge
ad
nia
n, Ine
teero
natieonal nd its margencles. That's our business."
shelves and advertised on billboards around aria
dia
town. You see ads in papers like the
International Marketing, for xample, are

AMERICAN
RADIO
PAVES THE WAY FOR
AMERICAN MARKETERS
INTERNATIONALLY
I

e

W
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E INFORMATION
AGE OF RADIO

rget specific listeners, offer subscription radio and gathout individuals' interests and buying preferences.
hnology could enable radio to become more of a
ommunication between the listener and the station.

By Dick Harris
Chairman, DG .Systems

EDIA WILL EXPLODE PHYSICAL BOUNDARIal

igital technology has touch
Dyears,
bringing new opport

and improved productivity, and i
changing radio, as well. Technol
improve the creative side of adve
rial lies ahead as advertisers, statio
agers learn to utilize technology t
With new media and communicatt
day, radio has more potential than
strategic marketing tool. Some exai

rui II stations which are programmed or managed
tely today will have access to an even greater set of
sin the future, enabling them to smoothly mix local( àfl
,ou -ces and create aunique and higher quality offiring:
1,-1 Itr audience.

ging each
!Liable and

ADVERTISERS WILL GAIN
IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO MAR
Dadio has always been viewed as
ng met him for
1\immediate access, but digital tee
taking it one step
further. Information, including con
rcials and programming
content, can be digitally transmitte
nd programmed 24 hours
aday, 7 days a week. Deadlines fo both programming and ads
can be made as flexible as radio sta
the future.
these same networks will act as -tn.
peeoteic (ruling systenis, connect vast resources wi
roa
. dote ymaimnity and automatically gather
ing% dio
stations and their audiences.

TAL DATA SIGNALS WILL BRING
INFORsUATIONAL RADIO TO A NEW LEVEL
erlw 1
2:\1\ ,
,
idleband offers new opportunities for delivering c
tized
ion. Today, several pager companies use the
FM sideba
eir services, including stock quotes, weather
or data ti( 1
the future, stations will expand their revenue basc b
lata services utilizing the FM sideband.
--

SUPERIOR SOUN

QUALITY WILL BECOME THE NORM

igital technology as enabled the delivery of advertisements
and programming. to, ttions with CD quality sound. Further
develo,pmenrand urilizutihn )fhard drive playback systems, and
e\ d-ntua liv indlustr\. standard
., or DAB, will bring this same level
of grulity to tlit.• entire radio
mdcasting system.
RELIABILITY & A COUNTABILITY WILL REACH
PREVIOUSLY UNATTAINABLE LEVELS

igital technology avail abl e to day ena bl es deli very and quality
.1../control never before available in radio. Expanding delivery
of commercials to include verification of when each spot is
T hrough acldressability, national advertisers w ill ga i
n greater
played will yield immediate information. Advertisers will be able
1 power to target and deliver information by format to specific
to make increasingly intelligent, swift decisions about the impact
demographic and psychog,raphic segments. Advertisers will be
of each ad.
NARROWCASTING WILL

PLACE BROADCASTING

GENERATION

Fm total creative
to kffier produceonly.
Don't co your nex,
big, nat.ional radio
li
cam
stenille
paetoom uL
lo
r demo
ut

RADIO

CD! We'll stac_ç it

a

tainst alee
Cl,
fax or
e-mail
now
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free
copy.
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e
e
n
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ADVERTISERS, AGENCIES AND STATIONS WILL WORK
MORE CLOSELY AND EFFECTIVELY•
simplify and speed the buying process. With efficient
Bcanunteat.io.n
networks in place, agencies can gain access to
yusing networks to exchange more information, agencies

le inventories, and electronic invoicing systems can
acce Nee the billing and ayment process. Eventually, digital
communic
will
cies, reps and stations to create
and executeritire camp i
om edesktop.

ADVERTISERS WILL IDEPEN
N TOPICAL
CAMPAIGNS AS STRATEGIC MAR TING TOOLS

RADIO: THE LEAN MEAN
MARKETING MACHINE

ob Kipperman, Vice P-esiclent/General Manager of
the CBS Radio Netw rics, attributes radio's staying
power to avery simple fa •t: it works. "Radio sells prodch.
Radio can really reach th customer, basically, at or nem,
the point of purchase. Ad ertisers see results fairly (1uield
wi h radio, and it has aproven
tra .1: record."

eadds that radio's increasecL
emphasis on being a markea
ror )1)1cm-solver for advertisers limo
lanced the medium's value.
ne of our strengths is how woii.
di( 'clop atotal media marketin
icage for an advertiser.

advertising is agrowing tie
capable only with the
use of digital technology. Qiiick-turn. ad campaigns allow
Topical

advertisers to respond more quickly to market changes, current
events or competitive issues, making radio amore vital, more
immediate and more accessible medium than ever.

GITAL RADIO WILL BE AMORE COMPETITIVE
A V--E.43TISING WEAPON
ea, dii
ity of
alone isn't enough. It is the
responsibt
roadcasiers to embrace technology,
manage the changes
take ac antage of the potenthl that
lies within reach. Clearly,
st radio stations and advertisers
that adopt digital processes wi Iexperience acompetitive
advantage. Once again, radio i on the verge of reinventing
itself and will continue to be strategic marketing tool for
advertisers, becoming more fl ible, targeted and manageable
than ever.

he approach of radio netwoll
to doing business has also
helped the industry, acco ding to Kipperman. " All the
radio networks have, on the past few years, wale oulim
and made aconcerted cf on to go after new business. E
think we've become a lo smarter with downsizing. let,—
become a lot more (Inn' litive, and because it's hems!
more competitive. we've ill really had to go out and
scramble for the cl()Ilars. l'he eflbrt has really been payin
off. Radio has continued o grow. 1991 was healthy, and
'95 seems to be equally tsstrong."

Ilto increase, albeit wi h st)me new faces. 1think you
K
have a lerreting out of s( me of the current talk progra
ipperman sees the p)pu
larity of talk radio
continuin
-

over the next year or two, but you'll find other talk prr
grams replacing them."

RADIO ECHOES
THE MARKETPLACE
hil

p

Shyposh, Senior Vice President of Member Services for
the Association of National Advertisers (ANA), says
there's agood feeling about radio among the advertiser community.

WTI
he people who use radio like it because it reflects or

echoes what's happening in the marketplace, with
greater emphasis on targeting, segmenting and integrated marketing communications. It's aselective vehicle to reach atargeted audience."

S

hyposh says the ANA's radio committee
keeps tabs on what's happening in the
industry and serves as aresource for advertisers wanting to learn more about using
radio. "The radio committee serves as a
consultant for our members. We can go to
folks who are using radio and have them
update the entire membership with things
that are happening."

S

hyposh sees radio as amainstay in the
media mix. "From my perspective as an
advertising person, it seems that every time
what I'll call the 'succeeding media' come along, there is forecast of doom and destruction for radio. But radio reinvents
itself. With the myriad of networks now, the programming formats, there are so many options. Targeting and segmentation.
that's what Ithink the appeal is now."

PUTTING NW ORLEANS
ON THE " RADIO" WEB
CBS Radio Network, involving advertisers in tit
\Vide Wel) isn't some pie-inthe-sky notion, 'M
ToWorld
reality.

Mlle network's new web site will feature a "Ikaise ciL
I Blues I
lour" home " age, an extension of the Dan
\vkroyd-hosted CBS radio show of the same name. Ara
within the " Ilouse of Blues" page will be a-mini hoint_.
page" called "The Louisiana Music Trail," sponsored bet
Louisiana Office of Tou -ism. .

Cs aperfect match 'or our client," explains Glenn
ICulver, Senior Media Planner at Peter A. Mayer
Advertising in New Orleans. " Everything the Louisiaqz;
Office of Tourism does is direct response-oriented so it_
be measured. CBS Rad o came to us with asponsorshir
plan for the '
Ilouse of Blues Hour,' and offered to cream
the home page site as part of the package. They listen
our marketing needs ai d delivered aunique program and client to help «•velop the web site, which will
C
promoted on-air on ''time [ louse of Blues flour." Set to

ulver says that CBS Radio is working with the awn.

debut in October, the ' te will include music videos ailçk
Nos of blues legends, and acontest offering entrants 50
opportunity to win air p for two to Louisiana. Visitors- tthe site will be macle avare of the Louisiana Office gi
Tourism's own home mge site on the web. abit of m
Internet cross-promork 1that is expected to increase " h
for the state's home pa ,e. Culver says that other key Ut
ments of the package will be the ability to capture nam
for follow-up marketin efforts, as well as the extend 1'
worldwide reach of th Internet. IIwill give us expo
beyond our tradit i( ma' l'.S. market, - lie notes.

RADIO: NO ROUGHNESS
VIN THIS DIAMOND
tà

By Gary Fries, RAB President & CEO
Tt seems appropriate that, as radio celebrates
lits diamond anniversary this year, the luster
of this medium has never been more brilliant.
The grandfather of all electronic media, radio
has defied periodic predictions of certain
demise and will continue to grow and prosper because the
bond between radio and its audience is uniquely personal and
intimate.
D adio's loyal listener base has drawn the attention of adver-

tisers who wish to build similar relationships with their core
customers. In 1994, U.S. radio revenues topped $ 10.6 billion
(and 1995 is right on track to add another $ 1billion on top of
that). Much of this increase comes from radio's own loyal base
of advertisers who, for years, have recognized and appreciated
radio's cost-effectiveness and marketing efficiencies. According
to Competitive Media Reporting, retail - one of radio's biggest
ad categories - is up 20%. Food retail is up 54%. Hardware and
lumber retail is up 139%. Drugs and toiletry advertising is up
92%. Oil and gasoline have increased spending 95%. The telephone industry increased spending by 97% in the first quarter
of 1995. And auto lease billings, as anticipated, have increased

significantly...up 1700% for domestic manufacturers alone.

A n equally large segment of radio's growth this year also will
..result from new dollars coming into radio from other media.
Among the new entrants into radio are general food advertisers
who, historically TV-oriented, are showing great interest in viable
marketing alternatives. Several major manufacturers of cereals,
pasta, dairy products, and coffee/tea have become intrigued by
radio's precision targeting. A pair of recent studies clearly indicate
that radio listeners' commercial recall is close to that of television
viewers (The Pretesting Co., 1995), and that radio listeners are able
to "see" (or mentally transfer) visual images of atelevision commercial when they later hear only the audio portion ("Imagery
Transfer," Statistical Research, Inc.). Radio, indeed, is the theater of
the mind...and, after all, it's in the mind where all decision-making
OCCUIS.

or the last 34 months, radio has experienced an incredible
F
growth rate...perhaps the largest sustained growth period in its
75-year history. The medium's strength is well-founded in amar-

ket-driven economy in which advertisers are investing in their
futures by investing in marketing. And they're investing in radio
more than ever before. Those who already understand the benefits
of radio advertising are returning in record numbers, and many
who are trying radio for the first time like what they see...and
hear.
'They're getting results, and the future of radio looks very bright
I because of it.

TECHNOLOGY SHINES LIGHT ON Ml
RADIO INDUSTRY'S
FUTURE

SICAM EXPRESS - Infinity Broadcasting teamed with digital
e
j
quipment manufacturer VirteX to finance MUSICAM Express, a
new programming and information distribution service set to launch
in the fall.

By Charles Taylor

ew technology not new techniques
will keep the airwaves riding high in
N
the sky as radio operators set their sights
on the future of the medium.

Tjltimately, the alliance will provide adigital architecture through
which radio networks, programmers, record companies and ad
agencies can instantly deliver CD-quality audio and information to
3,500 stations. So if Campbell's wants the world to know about its
just-formulated tomato and turnip soup, in nearly an instant, the
spot can be on the air nationwide.
DS - What you hear over the air is only afraction of what
R
.
r
a
dio stations can transmit over broadcast spectrum. With the
Radio Broadcast Data System, radio stations can broadcast text and

data over LED screen-equipped radios.
A'
though the industry is enjoying an unprecerldented period of prosperity, long-term growth
BDS offers the potential to transmit call letters, scrolling meswill take more than drawing new advertisers into the fold or increas- 1\sages, traffic reports, emergency warnings and yes, advertising.
ing the inventory of those already sold on radio.
A company known as CouponRadio (see related story) even came
"To spring into the next revenue realm and compete with both cur- up with away for you to push abutton on your RBDS radio and
print oig discounts from an advertiser who's promoting his product
1 rent and future technologies that threaten radio's listener base,
or service over the air.
broadcasters are looking to non-traditional revenue streams.

Nnii,
ile equip
these innovations
the industryaim
withtonew
better
vehicles
attract for
listeners,
advertisers
they to
also
expose their products and services to radio's highly targeted audience segment. That allows radio to sell itself on anew level beyond
the airwaves fostering awin-win situation for stations and advertisers
alike.
ollowing are the brightest innovations peaking over the industry
Fhorizon:
NTERNET -So far, afew hundred U.S. stations, networks and
I
broadcast organizations (and untold numbers abroad) have signed
on with sites on the World Wide Web, accessible to some 50 million
"cyberhounds."

isteners can access DJ bios, station activities and playlists, but the
L
real payoff will come when radio stations convince advertisers to
sponsor pages or portions of their sites, complete with bold color

logos. These sponsorships often also offer direct access to an advertiser's own site.
ATABASE MARKETING - At arecent gathering of the Radio
D
Advertising Bureau, President Gary Fries said database marketing
is no longer aplus for radio stations it's amust. Thanks to station lis-

tener clubs and the magic of the Universal Product Code (UPC),
modern-day broadcaster databases provide advertisers with alot
more than alistener's age and sex. -Partnerships with everyone from
retail to restaurants to grocery stores allow radio stations to determine buying habits, block code information and demographic minutia.

ATACASTING - This developing technology allows FM stations
D
to broadcast as much as 400 pages of information aminute
over their subcarriers to acomputer's hard drive. Alan Box,

CEO/president of EZ Communications, which owns 15 radio stations in the U.S., claims that datacasting could become a $300 million business, eventually making traditional on-air advertising asecondary industry for radio.
nce the nation's PCs are equipped with the necessary receiver,
‘.../"radio may be the least expensive and most expedient way for
information to be distributed to multiple locations at the same
time," Box says.
D EAL-TIME PC AUDIO - RealAudio, an audio on demand
II system, allows PC owners with PC audio capability to browse,
select and play back audio content from participating radio stations
and networks at will. Advocates of the 24-hour-a-day, international
real-time audio service include ABC News, National Public Radio,
C-Span, KIPIG-FM (
Freedom, Calif.), WKSU-FM (
Kent, Ohio) and
network entities in Canada, Germany, Italy and South Korea.
RealAudio could someday be for radio what VCRs are for TV,
allowing listeners to download radio over their PCs at will via the
Internet.

or advertisers, it's one more way to reach atargeted audience,
F
with the added capability of RBDS messages along the bottom of
the user's PC screen. With the promise of digital-quality audio, mul-

tipath and interference could be terms of abygone era by the time
the class of 95 starts graying. DAB will keep radio from becoming
an antiquated curiosity in an otherwise digitally transmitted world.

k
THE CREATIVE'S LATE.

WHO'S GONNA DELIVER YOUR
RADIO COMMERCIALS ON TIME?
DG it.
Hundreds of advertising agencies use DG

Call Digital Generation Systems, the amazing digital service that delivers CD-quality
audio directly to radio stations.
DG Systems gives you greater control
of your radio commercial distribution.
We deliver when you're ready.
DG Systems saves you time, gives you
unparalleled accuracy, and handles all your
radio station follow-up.

Systems to send radio commercials to more
than 10,000 radio stations throughout

DG
IT!

North America.

es

Best of all, DG Systems is more cost

effective than traditional dub-ship-traffic
services.
DG your radio commercials

today. Call 1-800-335-4DGS.

S*i

01995
Digital Generation Systems, Inc.

IT DOESN'T GET ANY EASIER THAN DG.

Digital
Generation
Systems, Inc.

int rQdUC ing
IC) unique
you could even ay its
Vis iona.ry.
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